MHMIS
Application messages
HMHY0MSG
Generic Message Copybook
To use this file with ADOBE ACROBAT…
Click on the Search button
, and type in the message you’re looking for.
CAUTION: the same code may be used for multiple issues.

1. WHERE USED – HMHY0MSG is a copy member used by many programs. If a message is used
by more than one, generic is specified
2: MESSAGE TYPE – What process created the message? May be editing, file or database
operation, internal process, business rule.
3: SEVERITY OF MESSAGE - Informatory (the user may choose to take action based on its
content); Error (the user is compelled to take action based on its content ); Fatal (The user is unable
to proceed).
4: USER RESPONSE – Specific action that may or must be taken as a result of the message
N.B. To determine valid required codes the user should consult the County of Los Angeles,
Department of Mental Health, MIS/Client Data Services Codes Manual (“the Manual”)

LAMH0000- FIRST RECORD
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: The first records in a sequence is displayed
Response: None
LAMH0001-INVALID ACTION CODE
Generic
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print), ‘RES’ (Reset)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0002-INVALID SCREEN TYPE
Generic
File Operation: Valid screen types are defined within the MHMIS application
Error: The screen type entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the screen type to one recognized by the MHMIS application
LAMH0003-ALPHABETIC ONLY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all alphabetic characters but non-alphabetic characters were found
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0004-NUMERIC ONLY

Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0005-INVALID DATE
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0007-ALPHA NUMERIC ONLY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet or a number but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic or numeric value in the input field
LAMH0008-INVALID CODE
Unused
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
Generic

File Operation: The record being updated was updated by another user while the first user’s request
was in process. The message occurs when the timestamp in the Transaction Interface Records
differs from that on the record
Fatal: Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Retry the transaction. If it fails again, contact the Help desk/application programming
staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0016-PLS HIT ENTER TO CONT
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued after data in a series is displayed or a process is started
Informatory: Hitting enter displays the rest of the data in the series or continues the process
Response: None
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0018-INQUIRY ONLY
Generic
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0020-REQUIRED FIELD MISSING

Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if a required field on the screen has been
entered
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0023-PRESS CLEAR TO SIGN OFF THE MIS
Generic
Internal Process: MHMIS has designed the Clear key as the means of exiting the application
Informatory: Pressing the Clear key will cause the user to exit the MHMIS application
Response: None
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Generic
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0033-PRINT NOT AVAILABLE
Generic
Edit: The ‘PRT’ function is not available on the screen
Informatory: The screen can not be printed
Response: None
LAMH0035-RECORD PREVIOUSLY DELETED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation, NXT function
Informatory: The program is attempting to retrieve a record that was previously deleted by a user,
i.e. Delete flag = X’FF’.
Response: None

LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function
Informatory: The record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0039-RECORD NOT ADDED
Unused
LAMH0040-CODE ENTERED PREVIOUSLY
Unused
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Generic
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0042-PRINT ACTION UNSUCCESSFUL
Program: HMHP020S, HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a call to ‘HMHP094S’ it indicates that an attempt to print the
screen was unsuccessful
Informatory: The screen could not be printed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0043-PROGRAM NOT FOUND
Generic
Internal Process: Issued in an attempted CICS program call
Fatal: CICS was attempting to invoke a transaction but the associated program could not be found in
the Processing Program Table (PPT)
Response: Contact the application programming staff
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER

Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of a field that will be printed
Error: The field contains characters that cannot be printed
Response: Determine why the field cannot be printed
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the existence of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires an entry
Response: Enter a valid value in the input field
LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the validity of an entry in a name field

Error: The input field requires a member of a character set defined in the program but other
characters were found
Response: Enter a correct value in the affected name field
LAMH0100-INVALID STAFF CODE
Program: HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation when a record with the specified key could not
be found in the Staff file
Error/Fatal: A record with the specified key was not in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0101-UNAUTHORIZED REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit using the MHMIS application must be authorized to do so
Error: The Reporting Unit was not authorized to use MHMIS
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Reporting Unit is authorized
LAMH0102-UNAUTHORIZED PASSWORD
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0103-EMPLOYEE TERMINATED
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The operator of the MHMIS application (sign-on staff member) must be in
active employment status
Error: The operator/staff member was terminated
Response: Ensure that the operator/staff member is in active status
LAMH0104-INVALID PASSWORD
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0105-UNAUTHORIZED TERMINAL
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application must do so on an authorized
terminal
Error: The Staff Member was not authorized to use MHMIS on this terminal
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Staff Member is authorized to use the terminal
LAMH0106-STAFF RECORD NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0107-STAFF CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP000S
Edit: The Staff code is a required field on the sign-on screen
Error: The Staff code was not entered on the sign-on screen
Response: Enter the staff code on the sign-on screen
LAMH0108-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP000S

Edit/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application be associated with an
authorized Reporting Unit
Error: The Staff Member was not associated with an authorized reporting unit
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Staff Member is associated with an authorized
reporting unit
LAMH0109-PASSWORD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0200-BIRTHDATE OR EST AGE REQ
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: The client’s birth date or estimated age is required for the name search
Error: The client’s birth date or estimated age was not entered
Response: Enter the client’s birth date or estimated age
LAMH0201-DTL LINE # OUT OF RANGE
Generic
Edit: The line number referring to a retrieved client record must exist on the page display
Error: The line number referring to a retrieved client record doesn’t exist on the page display
Response: Enter a valid line value
LAMH0202-NO LIKE CLIENTS
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program could not find any clients to display based on the criteria furnished the
search routine
Response: Enter different search criteria or try another client
LAMH0203- HISTORY RECORD
Unused
LAMH0204- INVALID SSN
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Invalid values for the Social Security Number are defined in the Codes Manual and in the
program
Error: The Social Security Number field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0205- LAST SET OF LIKE CLIENTS
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program has displayed the last remaining clients that the search routine has
retrieved
Response: Hit enter to see the list again
LAMH0206- ONLY SET OF LIKE CLIENTS
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program has displayed the only clients that meet the search routine’s criteria
Response: None
LAMH0207-MORE LIKE CLNTS FOLLOW THIS SET
Program: HMHP015S

Informatory: The program has displayed the some of the clients that the search routine has
retrieved
Response: Hit enter to see more clients
LAMH0250-INVALID SEX CODE
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Sex code search field are ‘M’ and ‘F’
Error: The Sex Code search field contained a value other than ‘M’ or ‘F’
Response: Enter a valid sex code
LAMH0251-INVALID ETHNIC CODE
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Ethnicity code search field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Ethnicity Code search field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid ethnicity code
LAMH0252-INVALID LANGUAGE CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Client’s Primary Language code field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Language Code field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid language code
LAMH0253-INVALID HANDICAP CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Client’s Handicap Indicator field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Handicap Indicator field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid handicap indicator
LAMH0254-INVALID RELIGION CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0255-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the County Code of client residence are defined in the Manual
Error: The County Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid county code
LAMH0266-INVALID EDUC LVL CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the client’s educational level are defined in the Manual
Error: The Education level contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid educational level
LAMH0267-INVALID REGION CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0268-INVALID REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP020S
Unused

LAMH0269-INVALID FINANCIAL RESP
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating Financial Responsibility Categories are displayed on the
Client Face Sheet and 24-hour Change in Status forms, in the program and listed in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility Categories Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Categories code
LAMH0270-CLOSE ALL OPEN EPISODES
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0271-VALUE IS NOT Y OR N
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the Codes
Manual
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0273-INVALID SOURCE OF INCOME CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s source of income are defined in the Manual
Error: The Source of Income Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Source of Income code
LAMH0274-UMDAP DATE & REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: For Uniform Method of Ability to Pay entries a date a Reporting Unit are required
Error: The UMDAP date and Reporting Unit were not entered
Response: Enter the UMDAP date and Reporting Unit
LAMH0275-DEATH DATE LESS THAN BIRTHDATE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: A client’s date of death must be after the birth date
Error: The death date input is after the birth date
Response: Correct the death date
LAMH0276- REPT UNIT DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP000S
File Operation/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application be associated with
a Reporting Unit defined on the Provider file
Error: The reporting unit was not defined on the Provider file
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the reporting unit is defined on MHMIS
LAMH0277-NOT E,N,NO,NE,NW,S,SO,SE,SW,W
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the direction of the client’s street of residence are defined in the Manual

Error: The Street Direction contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Street Direction code
LAMH0278-PART OF MEDI-CAL DATA MISSING
Unused
LAMH0279-FAMILY EDUC > OR = CLIENT EDUC
Unused
LAMH0280-REQUIRE FINAN RESP
Unused
LAMH0281-FINAN RESP=OSD, ANNL LIAB NOT 0
Unused
LAMH0282-REQUIRE ANNL LIAB
Unused
LAMH0283-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Last name is a required field
Error: The client’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s last name
LAMH0284-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: First name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s first name
LAMH0285-SEX REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: The sex code of the client is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s sex code was not input
Response: Enter the client’s sex code
LAMH0286-INVALID STREET TYPES
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Street type are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The Street type field contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid street type
LAMH0287-MUST BE FROM CLNT SRCH OR LIKE
Unused
LAMH0288-VALUE SHOULD BE EITHER Y/N/U
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’, ‘N’, or ‘U’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an ‘Y’, ‘N’, ‘U’ in the input field
LAMH0289-ADDRESS HAS INVALID CHARACTER

Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0290 - LAST SET OF LIKE-CLIENTS
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0291 - XREF ID DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client must exist on the
Master file
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was not found on the Master file
Response: Ensure that the Client XREF ID is correctly entered
LAMH0292-EPIS/US INFO MOVED TO XREF-ID #
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # may
have been moved to the XREF-ID
Informatory: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # have been moved to
the XREF-ID
Response: Look under the Client’s XREF-ID to find associated Episodes/Units of Service
LAMH0293-CLOSE EPIS BEFORE INACTIVATING
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: A client cannot be placed in inactive status (delete flag = ‘FF’) if there exist one
or more open Episodes
Error: The client’s status could not be changed to inactive because at least one open Episode existed
Response: Close all open episodes for the client before rendering him/her inactive
LAMH0294-CLIENT CURRENTLY HAS XREF-ID
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client has been assigned
already
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was already assigned
Response: None
LAMH0295-CLIENT HAS XREF ID
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: If the same Client has more than one MIS number the numbers are related
through a Cross reference ID (XREF ID)
Informatory: The Client has more than one MIS number and a XREF number exists
Response: None
LAMH0300-CASE MGR EPIS INP IS OPENED
Unused
LAMH0301-CASE MGR EPIS EXISTS
Unused
LAMH0302-NO OPEN EPIS FOR CLIENT IN RU
Program: HMHP025S

File Operation: The routine is attempting to determine what types of episodes, if any, are open for
the client
Informatory: There are no open episodes for the client in the reporting unit
Response: None
LAMH0303-VERIFY PATIENT FILE #
Unused
LAMH0304-PATIENT FILE # REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0305-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Unused
LAMH0306-INVALID MARITAL STAT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s marital status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Marital Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Marital status code
LAMH0307-NEW/CORR FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added or changed the new/corr flag
must be set to ‘N’ or ‘C’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added or changed but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
or ‘C’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’ or ‘C’
LAMH0308-INVALID LEGAL STAT
Program: HMHP025S,
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s Legal Status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status code
LAMH0309-INVALID EMPLOYMENT STAT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s employment status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Employment Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Employment status code
LAMH0310-INVALID REFER CODE
Unused
LAMH0311-INVALID REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S, HMHP000S
Edit: Valid values for the a Reporting Unit are four digits plus a letter or a number
Error: The Reporting Unit contained an invalid value
Response: Enter valid values in the Reporting Unit field
LAMH0312-INVALID INTENT OF SERVICE
Program: HMHP025S

Edit: Valid values for the code designating the intent of the service to be performed are defined in
the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0313-NO OPEN EPIS AFTER DEATH DATE
Business Rule: An episode cannot be opened if the Admit Date is after the client is deceased
Error: An attempt was made to open an episode but the Admit Date was after the client’s date of
death
Response: Ensure that the client’s admit and death dates are correct
LAMH0314-INVALID PRIMARY PROBLEM CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the Primary Problem Area are defined in the Manual
Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code
LAMH0315-INVALID GAS CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the GAS are defined in the program (this field is defunct)
Error: The GAS code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Do not enter a GAS Code
LAMH0316-INVALID DIAG CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the DSM IV Diagnoses are defined in the Manual
Error: The DSM IV Diagnoses code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid DSM IV Diagnoses Code
LAMH0317-ADMIT > DISCHARGE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment cannot be greater than the date that the client
was discharged from treatment
Error: The admit date comes after the discharge current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the admit date correctly
LAMH0318-ADMIT DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment is required
Error: The admit date was not entered
Response: Enter the admit date
LAMH0319-EITHER CASE MGR OR WARD REQD
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Outpatient facility the client
must have a Case Manager assigned
Error: The client was admitted to an Outpatient facility but a Case manager was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Case Manager
LAMH0320-N REQUIRED FOR ADD
Program: HMHP025S

Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added the new/corr flag must be set to
‘N’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’
LAMH0321-INPATIENT ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Inpatient facility an admittee
must have an inpatient activity code
Error: The client was admitted to an Inpatient facility but an inpatient activity code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Inpatient activity Code
LAMH0322-CONCUR REF CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0323-INVALID REFERRAL CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for Referral In/Out Codes are defined in the Manual
Error: The Referral In/Out Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Referral In/Out Codes
LAMH0324-DATE < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the Admit date
Error: The date input is before the admit date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0325-INVALID DENIAL DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0326-CASE MGR EPIS MUST BE ADDED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0327-THERAPIST EPIS MUST BE ADDED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0328-EMPLOY STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A discharged client must have an employment status
Error: The client’s Discharge Employment Status code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid discharge employment status Code
LAMH0329-THERAPIST OR CASE MGR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An inpatient client must have a ward number assigned
Error: The episode was assigned to an inpatient facility but the client was not assigned a ward
number
Response: Enter a valid ward number

LAMH0330-WARD NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An inpatient client must have a ward number assigned
Error: The episode was assigned to an inpatient facility but the client was not assigned a ward
number
Response: Enter a valid ward number
LAMH0331-REF CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Referral codes for Inpatient/Residential facilities are defined in the Manual
Error: A Referral In Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid referral code
LAMH0332-REF REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0333-CURR REF REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0334-CURR REF DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: The date that the current Referral was made is required
Error: A Current Referral Date was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid current referral date
LAMH0335-TWO TYPES OF EPIS OPEN
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0336-CASE MGR EPIS CAN BE OPENED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0337-THERAPIST EPIS CAN BE OPENED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0338-LIV ARRANG FIELD INVALID
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Codes for Living Arrangement are defined in the Manual
Error: A Living Arrangement was invalid
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement code
LAMH0339-DIAGNOSIS FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Diagnosis codes are required fields
Error: A Diagnosis Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid Diagnosis code

LAMH0340-EITHER THER/CASE MGR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0341-ADMIT MARITAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0342-ADMIT LEGAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0343-LIV ARRANGEMENT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Living Arrangement Code; valid values are defined in
the Manual
Error: The Living Arrangement code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement Code
LAMH0344-ADMIT INTENT SERVICE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Intent of Service code; valid values for the Intent of
Service Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0345-ADMIT PRIM PROBLEM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Primary Problem Area code; valid values are defined
in the Manual
Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code
LAMH0346-ADMIT GAS REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0347-CURR LEGAL CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Legal Status code; valid values for the Legal Status
Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status Code
LAMH0348-CURR LEGAL DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: The date that a client’s Legal Status was assigned must be entered
Error: The Legal Status date was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status date
LAMH0349-DIS MARITAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S

Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is closed, a client must have a valid Discharge Legal Status
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Discharge Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Discharge Legal Status Code
LAMH0350-DIS EMPLOY STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0351-ADMIT < REF DATE < DISCHARGE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client cannot be referred after he/she has been admitted or after he/she has been discharged
Error: The client’s referral date is either prior to the admit date or after the discharge date
Response: Enter a correct referral date
LAMH0352-APPT DATE S/B > OR = REF DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s appointment date should be after the referral date
Error: The client’s appointment date was after the referral date
Response: Enter a correct appointment date
LAMH0353-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = APPT DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the appointment date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the appointment date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the appointment date
LAMH0354-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = REF DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the referral date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the referral date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the referral date
LAMH0355-CLIENT IS CURRENTLY INPATIENT
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0356-CLIENT MAY BE ADMITTED TO WARD
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0357-ADMIT DATE < ASSIGN DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0358-ADMIT NOT W/IN STAF ASSIGN DTE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s admit date should be within the dates of employment of the Staff member assigned at
the Reporting Unit
Error: The client’s admits date was outside the range of the assigned Staff members employment
dates at the Reporting Unit
Response: Enter an admit date that conforms to the above criteria

LAMH0359-STAFF NOT ASSIGNED TO RU
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The staff member providing the treatment must be assigned to the Reporting Unit
listed.
Error: The Staff ID does not correspond to the Reporting Unit
Response: Check the Staff ID and the Reporting Unit to ensure that they are correct
LAMH0360-RU ACTIVITY NOT CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs must include that which the
client requires
Error: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs do not include that which the client
requires
Response: Ensure that the services that the RU can render include the types of services that the
client requires
LAMH0361-DISCHARGE < LAST TREATMENT DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
client was last treated
Error: The discharge date is prior to the last treatment date
Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the last treatment date
LAMH0362-ANOTHER OPEN EPIS EXISTS IN RU
Business Rule: If a record with the same Reporting Unit exists in Open Status, an attempt to reopen a closed Episode for that same RU will fail
Error: The user attempted to re-open a closed Episode for a Reporting Unit but an open Episode for
the same RU already exists
Response: The Episode cannot be re-opened
LAMH0363-STAFF NOT AUTHORIZED IN RU
Business Rule: A Staff memberf a record with the same Reporting Unit exists in Open Status, an
attempt to re-open a closed Episode for that same RU will fail
Error: The user attempted to re-open a closed Episode for a Reporting Unit but an open Episode for
the same RU already exists
Response: The Episode cannot be re-opened
LAMH0364-SEC DX CAN NOT BE SAME AS PRIN
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: A secondary diagnosis code cannot be the same as the Primary Diagnosis
Error: The Secondary Diagnosis Code is the same as the Primary
Response: Enter a Secondary Diagnosis Code that is different from the Primary
LAMH0365-ADMIT DATE > LAST UOFS DATE
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be later than the date that the client was
last treated
Error: The admit date is after the last treatment date
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or before the last treatment date
LAMH0366-CLIENT HAS NO MEDICAL INS
Program: HMHP025S

Unused
LAMH0367-FINANCIAL RESP CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is opened, a client must have a valid Financial Responsibility
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Code
LAMH0368-NR GAS CODE INVALID FOR CLNT
Business Rule: For a GAS Code = ‘NR’, a client must be aged 12 or less
Error: The NR GAS code was invalid given the client’s age.
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0369-DIAGNOSIS FIELD NOT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0370-ADMIT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be later than the date that the reporting
unit performing the treatment became inactive
Error: The admit date is after the date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
inactive
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or before the date that the reporting unit performing
the treatment became inactive
LAMH0371-DISCHRGE DT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
client was last treated
Error: The discharge date is before the last treatment date
Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the last treatment date
LAMH0372-ADMIT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the reporting
unit performing the treatment became active
Error: The admit date is before the date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
active
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or after the date that the reporting unit performing
the treatment became active
LAMH0373-DISCHRGE DT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
reporting unit performing the treatment became active
Error: The discharge date is before date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
active
Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the date that the reporting unit
performing the treatment became active

LAMH0374-GAS OF 00 INVALID AT ADMISSION
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0375-DATE OF DEATH REQD ON CLNT ID
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0376-GAS HIGH -CHECK BEFORE ENTERING
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0377-STAFF NOT AUTH TO CHG THE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: When an Episode is added or changed, the staff member performing the action
must have sufficient security clearance (< 20) to do so
Error: The Staff member attempting the add/change had insufficient authority to do so
Response: Contact the Help Desk to change the security level
LAMH0378-TREATMENT AUTHORIZATION MISSING
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age.
Error: The client was under 18 years of age but the treatment authorization code was missing
Response: Enter the treatment authorization code
LAMH0379-INVALID TREATMENT AUTH CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age. Valid values are
defined in the program.
Error: The treatment authorization code was invalid
Response: Enter a correct treatment authorization code
LAMH0380-CLIENT HAS NO EPISODE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; before the Episodes can be
processed the Client record must exist and not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched off.
Fatal: The user is attempting to retrieve Episodes for a client who is in the process of being deleted
Response: None
LAMH0382-EPISODE RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0383-CLIENT REC DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP025S

Unused
LAMH0384 - DISCHARGE DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0385 - REF RU INACTIVE AT DISCHRG DT
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit may not be inactive for more than 60 days
prior to the Client’s Admit Date
Error: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit was inactive for more than 60 days prior to the Client’s
Admit Date
Response: Check the admit date and RU’s Inactive Date for accuracy
LAMH0390-INVALID AA CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An AA Code value can be ‘1’ thru ‘4’ or ‘A’ thru ‘I’
Error: The AA code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid AA Code
LAMH0400-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Valid activity codes are defined in an internal Activity Code table within the program
Error: The activity code entered was not found on the Activity Code table
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0401-INVALID LOCATION CODE
Program: HMHP040S
Business Rule: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the
operator in the location code field
Error: The value entered is different from that which is expected in the field
Response: Change the entry to a valid value
LAMH0402-UNIT OF SERVICE NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the UofS Index file
Fatal: The key of the UofS Index file could not be found
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP040S
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a new Unit of Service the user must first specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0404-UNAUTHORIZED ACT CODE IN RU
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP040S
Business Rule: An activity code must not only be valid but also one that the Provider/Reporting Unit
is authorized to perform
Error: The activity code entered was valid but not for the provider specified in the record key
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered

LAMH0405-ACT DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated date of service/activity date
Error: The activity date was not input
Response: Enter the activity date
LAMH0406-AT LEAST ONE STAFF REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have at least one staff member of the reporting unit
listed
Error: No staff member was input
Response: Enter at least one staff member
LAMH0407-ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated activity code
Error: The activity code was not input
Response: Enter the activity code
LAMH0408-SERVICE TIME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have the time that the staff member of the reporting
unit spent with the client
Error: The staff time was not input
Response: Enter the staff time of the staff member
LAMH0409-SERVICE LOCATION REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have been performed at a location, the code for
which must be entered
Error: The location code was not input
Response: Enter the location code where the service was performed
LAMH0410-UNIT OF SERVICE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Unused
LAMH0411- ACT DATE < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot precede the date that the client was
originally admitted for treatment
Error: The activity date preceded the admit date
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0412- ACT DATE > DISCHARGE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot occur after the date that the client is
discharged from treatment
Error: The activity date occurs after the discharge date
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0413-NO SHOW/CANCEL CANT BE BOTH Y

Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may not show for a service or may cancel but cannot do both
Error: Both the ‘No Show’ and ‘Cancel’ flags are set to ‘Y’
Response: Change either one of the aforementioned fields to ‘N’
LAMH0414-REQUIRE MEDI-CAL EXEMPT OR UR
Unused
LAMH0415-UR & EXEMPT CANT BE BOTH Y
Unused
LAMH0416-UR/EXMPT NOT REQD FOR NON M-CAL
Unused
LAMH0417-ACT DATE > LIC EXPIRE DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be after the termination date of any staff
member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs after the termination date of the staff member(s) rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0418-ACT DATE > TERMINATION DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be after the termination date of any staff
member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs after the termination date of the staff member(s) rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0419-INVALID ADD, EPIS IS INPATIENT
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service cannot be recorded for an inpatient episode
Error: An attempt was made to register a new Unit of Service but the episode to which it applied was
defined as inpatient
Response: Terminate the entry
LAMH0421-STAFF CODE DUPLICATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: For a single Unit of Service a staff member rendering the service must be listed
only once
Error: A staff member rendering a service for a client is listed on more than one line of the Unit of
Service screen
Response: Enter the codes of the staff members correctly
LAMH0422-SERV TIME NOT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: For a No Show or a Cancel it is not required that staff time be entered
Error: Staff time was entered for a ‘No Show’ or ‘Cancel’
Response: Remove staff time from the Unit of Service
LAMH0423-MEDI-CAL FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service must indicate whether or not Medi-Cal is to be billed
Error: The Medi-Cal flag was not set
Response: Enter a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ in the Medi-Cal Bill Flag field

LAMH0424-NO UOFS RECORD FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
Unused
LAMH0425-ACT DATE > DEATH DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed after the date that a client has deceased
Error: The activity date occurs after the date of the client’s death
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0426-ACT DATE > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed after the date that a Reporting Unit has
ceased to be active
Error: The activity date occurs after the date that the Reporting Unit became inactive
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0427-ACT DATE < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed before the date that a Reporting Unit
has become active
Error: The activity date occurs before the date that the Reporting Unit became active
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0428-ACT CODE NOT CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: The activity code must be valid for the particular client being served
Error: The activity code is invalid for this particular client
Response: Correct the activity code
LAMH0429-REPORT CUT OFF DATE HAS PASSED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: RGMS sets this date to preclude entry of claims until the billing cycle has run
Error:
Response:
LAMH0430-LAST UOFS RECORD FOR EPISODE
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: The Unit of Service records for an Episode are read in order from most current to
oldest
Informatory: The program has found and is showing the oldest Unit of Service record for the
Episode
Response: Hit enter to cycle once again through the Units of Service from newest to oldest
LAMH0450-INVALID REGION CODE
Unused
LAMH0451-NO ADMISSIONS FOR THE DATE
Unused
LAMH0500-INVALID SERVICE TIME DURATION

Unused
LAMH0501-INVALID AGE CATEGORY
Unused
LAMH0502-INVALID PROGRAM AREA
Unused
LAMH0503-COMMUNITY SERVICE NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP045S
File Operation: The key of the Community Service record is entered by the user in the key entry
area
Informatory: The program could not find the Community Service Record with the entered key
Response: Ensure that the key was entered properly
LAMH0504-INVALID SERVICE RECIPIENT CODE
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0505-NUM PEOPLE CONTACTED REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The number of people contacted is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The number of people contacted was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the number of people contacted
LAMH0506-SERVICE RECIPIENT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Service Recipient is a required field on the Community Service screen
Error: The Service Recipient was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Service Recipient
LAMH0507-TARGET GRP ETHNICITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0508-TARGET GRP HANDICAP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0509-TARGET GRP AGE CATG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Age Category is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The Target Group Age Category was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Target Group Age Category
LAMH0510-TARGET GRP PRI LANG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Primary Language is a required field on the Community
Service screen
Error: The Target Group Primary Language was not entered on the Community Service screen

Response: Enter the Target Group Primary Language
LAMH0511-TARGET GRP PGRM AREA REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Program Area is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The Target Group Program Area was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Target Group Program Area
LAMH0512-ACTIVITY CODE CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The activity code entered must be one supported within the Community
Outreach Service CR/DC Mode
Error: The Activity Code was not valid within the Community Outreach Service CR/DC Mode
Response: Check the Activity Code and ensure that it falls under a Community Outreach Service
LAMH0513-LAST COMM SERV RECORD FOR RU
Program: HMHP045S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the Master file
Informatory: The program has retrieved the last Community Service record for the client within the
Reporting Unit
Response: Check the value entered and contact the Help desk/application programming
LAMH0514-ACT CODE IS FOR UOFS SCREEN
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: Activity codes ‘C0’ and ‘C1’ are not valid for Community Outreach Services
Error: An Activity Code of ‘C0’ or ‘C1’ was entered
Response: Check the Activity Code and ensure that it falls under a Community Outreach Service
LAMH0550-PROVIDER NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the Provider file
Fatal: The Provider record corresponding to the key entered could not be found
Response: Check the value entered and contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0551-INVALID ADMIN CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0552-INVALID OP CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0553-INVALID CENSUS TRACT
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0554-INVALID MH DISTRICT
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0555-INVALID TGT GROUP

Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0556-INVALID ACT GROUP CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0557-PROVIDER NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0558-INVALID SUPE DIST CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0559-PROV NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The provider name was not input
Response: Enter the provider name
LAMH0560-ADMIN CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Administrative Code is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The administrative code was not input
Response: Enter the administrative code
LAMH0561-OPERATION CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Operation Code is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The operation code was not input
Response: Enter the operation code
LAMH0562-MH DISTRICT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Mental Health District a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Mental Health District was not input
Response: Enter the Mental Health District
LAMH0563-SUPE DISTRICT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Los Angeles County Supervisorial District a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Supervisorial District was not input
Response: Enter the Supervisorial District
LAMH0564-DATE ACTIVE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The date the Provider became active is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Date Active was not input
Response: Enter the Date Active

LAMH0565-DIRECTOR LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider director’s last name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The provider director’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the provider director’s last name
LAMH0566-DIRECTOR FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider director’s first name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The provider director’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the provider director’s first name
LAMH0567-PROVIDER STREET REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The address of the Provider is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The Provider’s address was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s address
LAMH0568-PROVIDER CITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The city in which the Provider does business is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s city was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s city
LAMH0569-PROV PHONE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider’s telephone number is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s telephone number was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s telephone number
LAMH0570-PROV CENSUS TRACT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider’s Census Tract number is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s Census tract number was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s Census tract number
LAMH0571-PROV/REPT UNIT RECORDS ADDED
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Provider and Reporting Unit records corresponding to the key entered were
successfully added
Response: None
LAMH0572-PROV RECORD ADDED
Program: HMHP060S

File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Provider record corresponding to the key entered was successfully added
Response: None
LAMH0573-REPT UNIT RECORD ADDED
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Reporting Unit record corresponding to the key entered was successfully added
Response: None
LAMH0574-PROV NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0575-REPT UNIT NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0576-REPT UNIT NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The name of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s name was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s name
LAMH0577-RU DATE ACTIVE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The active date of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s active date was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s active date
LAMH0578-RU STREET REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The address of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s address was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s address
LAMH0579-REPT UNIT CITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The city in which the Reporting Unit does business is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s city was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s city
LAMH0580-MATCHING PROVIDER NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider Number must and Reporting Unit must match what was entered
Error: The Provider Number/Reporting Unit don’t match what was entered
Response: Correct the Provider Number/Reporting Unit

LAMH0581-RU AREA CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The area code of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s area code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s area code
LAMH0582-RU CENSUS TRACT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The census tract in which the Reporting Unit does business is a required field
on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s census tract was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s census tract
LAMH0583-RU TARGET GROUP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The target group that the Reporting Unit serves is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s target group was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s target group
LAMH0584-RU BEGIN ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit must have at least one associated activity code; the lowest
number is listed here
Error: The Reporting Unit’s lowest numbered activity code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s lowest numbered activity code
LAMH0585-RU END ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit must have at least one associated activity code; the highest
number is listed here
Error: The Reporting Unit’s highest numbered activity code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s highest numbered activity code
LAMH0586-CENSUS TRACT NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine on the control table
Error/Fatal: A census tract record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Ensure that the census tract is entered correctly. If so, check the control table to see
that the entry exists; if it doesn’t, then add it.
LAMH0587-BEG ACT CODE > END ACT CODE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit: The activity codes assigned to a Reporting Unit must be listed in ascending order
Error: The activity code are out of sequence
Response: Enter an the activity codes in ascending sequence
LAMH0588-MORE RU, HIT ENTER TO CONT
Program: HMHP060S
Unused

LAMH0589- PHONE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit’s telephone number is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s telephone number was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s telephone number
LAMH0590- ZIP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code was not input
Response: Enter the Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code
LAMH0591- ACT DATE > INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A provider’s active date cannot be subsequent to its inactive date
Error: The active date is after the inactive date
Response: Correct the Provider Active date
LAMH0592- INVALID NUMBER
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0593- M-CAL CERT INDICATOR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator must be entered
Error: The provider’s Medi-Cal certification indicator is blank
Response: Enter the Provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator
LAMH0594-RU DATE EDIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A Reporting Unit’s Edit Date Check must be entered
Error: The RU’s Edit Date Check was not entered
Response: Enter the RU’s Edit data check
LAMH0595-END ACT CODE < BEGIN ACT CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0596-PURGE FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Purge Flag is blank
Error: Response: Enter the Purge Flag
LAMH0597-STAFF NOT AUTH TO CHG PURGE FLG
Program: HMHP060S
Internal Process/Business Rule: In order to change the purge flag on a Reporting Unit the staff
member must have authorization
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user

LAMH0600-PLS HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE
Unused
LAMH0601-SECURITY ERROR, OUTSIDE REGION
Program: HMHP045S
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for an action performed by
a user at a Reporting Unit
Fatal: The user/Reporting Unit lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user
LAMH0650-SALARY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: A Staff member’s salary must be entered
Error: The provider’s Medi-Cal certification indicator is blank
Response: Enter the Provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator
LAMH0651-INVALID REPORT UNIT
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0652-START DATE > END DATE
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: A staff member’s employment start date cannot be after his/her employment
termination date
Error: The staff member’s employment start date was after his/her employment termination date
Response: Correct the employment dates
LAMH0653-ITEM NUM NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP050S
Edit: Issued in a generic search routine that attempts to find data in an internal table and the item
could not be found
Error: The search field was not found in the internal table
Response: Check the item entered and, if necessary, contact the Help Desk
LAMH0654-INVALID STAFF DISCIP
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0655-INVALID SECURITY LVL
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0656-LAST NAME MISSING
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s last name is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s last name
LAMH0657-STAFF KEY MISSING
Program: HMHP050S

Unused
LAMH0658-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s first name is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s first name
LAMH0659-EMPLOYEE LIC EXPIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0660-SEX FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s sex code is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s sex code was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s sex code
LAMH0661-ETHNICITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0662-HANDICAP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0664-DISCIPLINE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s discipline is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s discipline was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s discipline
LAMH0665-LICENSE NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s license number is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s license number was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s license number
LAMH0666-LIC EXPIRE DATE REQD
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s license expiration date is a required field on the Staff
Screen
Error: The staff member’s license expiration date was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s license expiration date
LAMH0668-PASSWORD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The data entry operator’s password is required to modify fields on the Staff
Screen
Error: The password was not input
Response: Enter the password

LAMH0669-SECURITY LVL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The data entry operator’s security level is required to modify fields on the Staff
Screen
Error: The security level was not input
Response: Enter the security level
LAMH0670-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member must be affiliated with at least one reporting unit
Error: No reporting unit for the staff member was specified
Response: Enter at least one reporting unit for the staff member
LAMH0671-TERMINAL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0672-ONE LANGUAGE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member must have at least one language associated with him/her
Error: No language for the staff member was input
Response: Enter at least one language for the staff member
LAMH0674-INVALID ADD, RECORD EXISTS
Program: HMHP050S
File Operation: Issued in a ‘NEW’ action. A read of the VSAM file operation indicated that the
record being added already exists on the file.
Error: A record with the specified key is already in the file.
Response: Assign a key that does not exist for the new record or contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0675-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s last name is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s last name
LAMH0676-AUTH TERMINAL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The terminal that the staff member is authorized to use is a required field on
the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s authorized terminal was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s authorized terminal
LAMH0677- END DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The terminal that the staff member is authorized to use is a required field on
the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s authorized terminal was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s authorized terminal
LAMH0678-INVALID RANGE FOR FTE

Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0679-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: Attributes for the assigned staff location, e.g. start and end dates, cannot be
entered without first entering a reporting unit
Error: The staff member’s assigned location data were entered but the reporting unit was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s reporting unit
LAMH0680-FTE FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0681-TERM 9999 INV WITH SEC LVL
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: There is a relationship between a user’s security level and the terminals that
he/she can use. A user with security level of 40 or 45 cannot use a terminal whose authorization
value is 9999.
Error: The relationship described above exist in the present case
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0682-OPERATION CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: An operation code is required
Error: No operation code was input
Response: Enter the operation code
LAMH0683-BIRTHDATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s birth date is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s birth date was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s birth date
LAMH0684-SSN REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit: Social Security Number is a required field
Error: The Social Security Number field was not entered
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0685-INVALID PATS SECURITY LEVEL
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0686-PAY LOCATION REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: A staff member who is a Los Angeles County employee must have a
designated pay location
Error: The staff member’s pay location was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s pay location
LAMH0687-PATS SECURITY NOT ALLOWED

Internal Process/Business Rule: PATS security level cannot be used to access a staff function.
Only staff security can.
Fatal: The user is attempting to use a PATS security level to access a staff function but PATS
security cannot be used. The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0688-DEA NUMBER REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The DEA number is a required field
Error: The DEA number was not input
Response: Enter the DEA Number
LAMH0689-INVALID DEA NUMBER
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0701-DEA EXPIRE DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The DEA number expiration date is a required field
Error: The DEA number expiration date was not input
Response: Enter the DEA Number expiration date
LAMH0800-RECORD EXISTS, USE CHG MODE
Unused
LAMH0900-INVALID MEDI-CAL ELIG DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has non-numeric values
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0901-INVALID PROCESSING YEAR DIGIT
Unused
LAMH0902- EPI2 EXISTS
Unused
LAMH0903- VALID VALUES ARE X OR BLANK
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has a value other than ‘X’ or a blank
Response: Enter the value correctly
LAMH0904-DENIAL FRM DT > DENIAL TO DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0905-DENIAL FRM DT < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP026S

Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot precede his/her admit
date to treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date precedes his/her admit date to treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0906-DENIAL TO DT < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot precede his/her admit date
to treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date precedes his/her admit date to treatment
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0907-DENIAL FRM DT > DISCHARGE DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0908-DENIAL TO DT > DISCHARGE DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0909-ONE END DT REQD FOR SAME MONTH
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0910-DATE SEGMENTS OVERLAP
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s may have more than one Medi-Cal Eligibility denial periods. If so the
two periods must not overlap
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial periods overlap
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0911-MEDICAL EFF DT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date is required if the Medi-Cal number is
entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is missing even though the number was entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal effective date
LAMH0912-MEDICAL NUMBER REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S

Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number is required when the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective
date is entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number is missing even though the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date is
entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number
LAMH0913-DENIAL DT HAS NO ELIG MONTH
Unused
LAMH0914-FROM DT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period must have a start date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was missing
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0915-INVALID ELIG YEAR
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Error: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0916-MONTH GREATER THAN CURRENT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial date cannot be later than the current date.
When the eligibility year is the same as the current year the eligibility month must not be greater than
the current month
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility start month was after the current month and the year was the
same as the current year
Response: Correct the eligibility dates
LAMH0917-EXACT KEY REQD NO OPEN EPIS
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0918-ONE END DT REQD FOR EARLY DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Denial dates but at least one must have an end date
Error: The client has two Denial dates but neither has an end date
Response: Ensure that at least one of the client’s denial dates has an end date
LAMH0919-DUPLICATE MEDICAL EFF DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Medi-Cal Eligibility effective dates but they cannot
duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is duplicated
Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal effective dates do not duplicate one another
LAMH0920-EFF DT NOT CURRENT/PREVIOUS YR
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0921-DATE ENTERED TWICE

Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: An eligibility date can be entered ve two Medi-Cal Eligibility effective dates but
they cannot duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is duplicated
Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal effective dates do not duplicate one another
LAMH0922-DISCHARGE DT < PASS DAYS DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client cannot be given a pass after being discharged
Error: The client’s discharge date is prior to a pass date
Response: Check both the pass and discharge dates
LAMH0923-YEAR NOT CURRENT/PREVIOUS YR
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0924-INSUFFICIENT DIGITS MEDICAL #
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number must be 14 digits
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number is missing one or more digits
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number completely
LAMH0925-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s county of residence code must be 01 - 57
Error: The client’s county of residence code has an invalid value
Response: Enter the county of residence code correctly
LAMH0926-INVALID ADMIN CODE FOR ACT DTE
Unused
LAMH0927-INVALID FFS PROVIDER NUMBER
Unused
LAMH0928-INVALID FFS PROVIDER # FOR PROV
Unused
L0208-NO LIKE CLIENTS, TRY LEVEL B OR C
Unused
L0209-NO LIKE CLIENTS, TRY LEVEL C
Unused

LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content

Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM REWRITE operation for the Client record
Error/Fatal: The update date/time information of the Client record being written already exists. This
occurs only when two users are updating the same record simultaneously, a very unlikely
coincidence.
Response: The user should exit and re-enter the Client screen and repeat the operation
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a File or TIR Accesss operation
Fatal: The attempt to access the file or Transaction Interface Record failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified

Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function
Informatory: The record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0038-RECORD RESTORED
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a successful REWRITE on the Client record to reset the
delete flag to ‘no’ (X’00’)
Informatory: The client record was successful un-deleted
Response: None
LAMH0039-RECORD NOT DELETED
File Operation: The user is attempting to restore a Client record from delete status but the record
was not in delete status
Informatory: The client record’s delete status was not changed
Response: None
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0042-PRINT ACTION UNSUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a call to ‘HMHP094S’ it indicates that an attempt to print the
screen was unsuccessful
Informatory: The screen could not be printed

Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Unused
LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Unused
LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Left up to the data entry operator
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Unused
LAMH0200-BIRTHDATE OR EST AGE REQ

Edit: The client’s birth date or estimated age is required for the name search
Error: The client’s birth date or estimated age was not entered
Response: Enter the client’s birth date or estimated age
LAMH0201-BIRTHDATE AND AGE CONFLICT
Edit: Either the client’s birth date and estimated age is required for the name search but the two
fields cannot conflict
Error: The client’s birth date and estimated age conflict
Response: Ensure that the client’s birth date and estimated age do not conflict
LAMH0202-AGE OVER 99, VERIFY AND REENTER
Edit: A Client’s age in years should not exceed ‘99’
Error: The age of the client exceeds ‘99’
Response: Enter a valid age for the client
LAMH0203-AGE UNDER 6, VERIFY AND REENTER
Edit: A Client’s age in years should not be less than ‘06’
Error: The age of the client is less than ‘06’
Response: Enter a valid age for the client
LAMH0204- INVALID SSN
Edit: Invalid values for the Social Security Number are defined in the Codes Manual and in the
program
Error: The Social Security Number field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0205- SSN REQUIRED
Edit: Social Security Number is a required field
Error: The Social Security Number field was not entered
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0250-INVALID SEX CODE
Edit: Valid values for the Client’s Sex code are ‘M’ and ‘F’
Error: The Sex Code search field contained a value other than ‘M’ or ‘F’
Response: Enter a valid sex code
LAMH0251-INVALID ETHNIC CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code describing the client’s ethnicity are defined in the Manual
Error: The Ethnicity Code search field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid ethnicity code
LAMH0252-INVALID LANGUAGE CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the Primary Language spoken by the client are defined in
the Manual
Error: The Primary Language Code contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Language code
LAMH0253-INVALID HANDICAP CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s handicap, if any, are defined in the Manual
Error: The Handicap Code contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid Handicap code

LAMH0254-INVALID RELIGION CODE
Unused
LAMH0255-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s county of residence are 01-57
Error: The County Code contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid County code
LAMH0266-INVALID EDUC LVL CODE
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the client’s educational level are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The Education level contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid educational level
LAMH0267-INVALID REGION CODE
Unused
LAMH0268-INVALID REPT UNIT
Unused
LAMH0269-INVALID FINANCIAL RESP
Unused
LAMH0271-VALUE IS NOT Y OR N
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the Codes
Manual
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0273-INVALID SOURCE OF INCOME CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s source of income are defined in the Codes
Manual
Error: The Source of Income Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Source of Income Code
LAMH0274-UMDAP DATE & REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Edit: For Uniform Method of Ability to Pay entries a date a Reporting Unit are required
Error: The UMDAP date and Reporting Unit were not entered
Response: Enter the UMDAP date and Reporting Unit
LAMH0275-DEATH DATE LESS THAN BIRTHDATE
Edit: A client’s date of death must be after the birth date
Error: The death date input is after the birth date
Response: Correct the death date
LAMH0276- REPT UNIT DOES NOT EXIST
File Operation/Business Rule: Issued in a VSAM file read routine. The UMDAP Reporting Unit
identified in the screen must exist on the Provider file

Error/Fatal: The UMDAP Reporting Unit record needed by the program could not be found on the
file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0277-NOT E,N,NO,NE,NW,S,SO,SE,SW,W
Edit: Valid values for the direction of the client’s street of residence are defined in the program
Error: The Street Direction contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Street Direction code
LAMH0278- EDUCATION LEVEL NOT NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0279-FAMILY EDUC > OR = CLIENT EDUC
Unused
LAMH0283-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Last name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s last name
LAMH0284-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: First name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s first name
LAMH0285-SEX REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The sex code of the client is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s sex code was not input
Response: Enter the client’s sex code
LAMH0286-INVALID STREET TYPES
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Street type are defined in the Manual
Error: The Street type field contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid street type
LAMH0288-VALUE SHOULD BE EITHER Y/N/U
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’, ‘N’, or ‘U’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an ‘Y’, ‘N’, ‘U’ in the input field
LAMH0291 - XREF ID DOES NOT EXIST
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client must exist on the
Master file
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was not found on the Master file
Response: Ensure that the Client XREF ID is correctly entered
LAMH0292-EPIS/US INFO MOVED TO XREF-ID #
File Operation/Business Rule: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # may
have been moved to the XREF-ID
Informatory: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # have been moved to
the XREF-ID

Response: Look under the Client’s XREF-ID to find associated Episodes/Units of Service
LAMH0293-CLOSE EPIS BEFORE INACTIVATING
Edit/Business Rule: A client cannot be placed in inactive status (delete flag = ‘FF’) if there exist one
or more open Episodes
Error: The client’s status could not be changed to inactive because at least one open Episode existed
Response: Close all open episodes for the client before rendering him/her inactive
LAMH0294-CLIENT CURRENTLY HAS XREF-ID
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client has been assigned
already
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was already assigned
Response: None
LAMH0295-CLIENT HAS XREF ID
Unused
LAMH0296- INVALID COUNTY FOR TRANSIENT
Edit: When the street name is entered as ‘Transient’ the County Code of residence must be ‘97’
Error: The street name was entered as ‘Transient’ but the County Code of residence contained a
value other than‘97’
Response: Enter a valid county of residence for a transient client
LAMH0297 - INVALID CNTY FOR UNKNOWN ADDR
Edit: When the street name is entered as ‘Unknown’ the County Code of residence must be ‘96’
Error: The street name was entered as ‘Unknown’ but the County Code of residence contained a
value other than‘96’
Response: Enter a valid county of residence for a transient client
LAMH0298 - STREET NUMBER REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Street number is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s street number was not input
Response: Enter the client’s street number
LAMH0299 - STREET NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Street name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s street name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s street name
LAMH0300 - CITY NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: City name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s city name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s city name
LAMH0301 - STATE NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: State name (code) is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s state code was not input
Response: Enter the client’s city code
LAMH0302 - ADDRESS MISSING. PLEASE ENTER
Edit/Business Rule: Client residence address information – street number, street name, city, state
code - is required on the Client Screen

Error: The client’s address information was not input
Response: Enter the client’s address information
LAMH0303 - CITY NOT IN LA COUNTY
Edit/Business Rule: Client’s city of residence must be in Los Angeles County
Error: The client’s city of residence is not in L.A. County
Response: Ensure that the client’s city of residence is in Los Angeles County
LAMH0304 - INVALID AMNESTY NUMBER
Unused
LAMH0305 - AMNESTY NUMBER REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0306 - AMNESTY INDICATOR MISSING
Unused
LAMH0307 - CHOOSE UNKNOWN OR OTHER INDIC
Edit/Business Rule: If the Financial responsibility code is not known a ’U’ should be entered
Error: The client’s financial responsibility code was not known and nothing was entered
Response: Enter the client’s financial responsibility code or ‘U’ for other indicator
LAMH0308 - INDICATOR MUST BE Y OR BLANK
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or a blank
Response: Enter a ‘Y’ in the input field or leave it blank
LAMH0309 - FIN-RESPONSIBILITY REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Financial responsibility code is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s financial responsibility code was not input
Response: Enter the client’s financial responsibility code
LAMH0310 - AMNESTY INDICATOR REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0311-INVALID REPT UNIT
Edit: Valid values for a Reporting Unit are four digits and a valid latter
Error: The Reporting Unit field contained an unrecognized value or values
Response: Enter a valid Reporting Unit
LAMH0312 - AMNESTY IND SHOULD BE Y OR N
Unused
LAMH0313 - AMNESTY NUMBER REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0314 - AMNESTY # NOT REQUIRED WITH N
Unused
LAMH0315 - CLIENT NUMBER ALREADY EXISTS
Edit/Business Rule: Client numbers are unique and cannot be duplicated
Error: The user attempted to assign a client number that was already assigned

Response: Check the client number
LAMH0316 - INVALID MEDICARE NUMBER
Edit/Business Rule: If the Medi-Care number is entered it must be number greater than zeroes
Error: The client’s Medi-Care number is invalid
Response: Enter the client’s Medi-Care number correctly
LAMH0317 - MEDICARE NUMBER REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: If the Medi-Care flag is given a value of ‘Y’ on the Client Screen then the MediCare number must be entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Care number was not input even though the Medi-Care flag was checked
Response: Enter the client’s Medi-Care number
LAMH0318 - MEDICARE FLAG SHOULD BE Y
Edit/Business Rule: If the Medi-Care number is entered, the MediCare flag must be entered as ‘Y’
Error: The client’s Medi-Care number was input even though the Medi-Care flag was not entered as
‘Y’
Response: Remove the client’s Medi-Care number or enter a ‘Y’ in the MediCare flag field
LAMH0319 - VETERAN FLAG REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The Veteran status of the client must be entered as ‘Y’ or ‘N’
Error: The client’s Veteran status was unfilled
Response: Enter the Veteran status with ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0320- FIRST 8 DIGITS MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0321-DIGITS 2 THRU 9 MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0322 - INVALID CASE MGR LEVEL CODE
Unused
LAMH0323 - CASE MGR INFORMATION NEEDED
Unused
LAMH0324 - CASE MGR STAFF ID NEEDED
Edit/Business Rule: The Staff ID of the Case Manager of the client must be entered
Error: The Staff ID of the Case Manager of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the Staff ID of the Case Manager
LAMH0325 - CASE MGR AREA CODE NEEDED
Edit/Business Rule: The area code of the Case Manager of the client must be entered
Error: The area code of the Case Manager of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the area code of the Case Manager
LAMH0326 - CASE MGR PHONE NUMBER NEEDED
Edit/Business Rule: The area code of the Case Manager of the client must be entered
Error: The area code of the Case Manager of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the area code of the Case Manager
LAMH0327 - CASE MGR ID NOT FOUND ON FILE

File Operation A case manager must exist with a valid ID on the STAFF file
Error/Fatal: The ID of the Case Manager as entered was not found on the STAFF file
Response: Update the STAFF file with the Case Manager first; if this fails, contact the Help
desk/application programming staff
LAMH0328 - CM PROV NUM NOT FOUND ON FILE
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider number of the Case Manager of the client was not on the
Provider file or is inactive
Error: The provider number of the Case Manager of the client was not entered or is inactive
Response: Ensure that the Provider number of the Case Manager is correct and active
LAMH0329 - CASE MGR PROVIDER NUM NEEDED
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider number of the Case Manager of the client must be entered
Error: The provider number of the Case Manager of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the Provider number of the Case Manager
LAMH0330 - CASE MGR LEVEL CODE NEEDED
Edit/Business Rule: The Case Manager level code must be entered
Error: The Case Manager level code of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the Case Manager level code
LAMH0331 - CASE MGR DATE NEEDED
Unused
LAMH0332 - APR NUMBER NEEDED - 1 THRU 7
Edit/Business Rule: Clients under age 18 must have an Agency of Primary Responsibility number.
Valid APR numbers are defined in the Manual as 1 - 7
Error: The client was under age 18 but an APR number was not entered
Response: Enter a valid APR number for the minor client
LAMH0333 - APR MUST BE BLANK OR 1 THRU 7
Edit/Business Rule: Valid Agency of Primary Responsibility numbers are defined in the Manual as 1
-7
Error: The APR number was invalid
Response: Enter a valid APR number
LAMH0334 - INVALID PARTNERS PROV NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘Partnrs’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘Partners’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘Partnrs’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘Partners’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID of the Case Manager and ensure that the provider number is a valid
‘Partners’ provider number
LAMH0335 - REPT UNIT NOT WITHIN PROV NUM
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit of the Case Manager must exist within the Provider number
Error: The Reporting Unit of the Case Manager did not exist within the provider number
Response: Ensure that the Reporting Unit is entered correctly or assign it to the Provider number
LAMH0336 - INVALID PROJECT ABLE PROV NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘ABLE ’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘Project Able’ provider number

Error: The Staff ID value is ‘ABLE’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘Project Able’ Provider
number
Response: Check the Staff ID and ensure that the provider number is a valid ‘Project Able’ provider
number
LAMH0337 - CANT''T USE INACTIVE PROV NUM
Business Rule: The Reporting Unit of the Case Manager must exist within the Provider number
Error: The Reporting Unit of the Case Manager did not exist within the provider number
Response: Ensure that the Reporting Unit is entered correctly or, if not assigned, assign it to the
Provider number
LAMH0338 - STAFF HAS NO ACCESS TO PROV #
Business Rule: In order to complete the change the logged-on Staff ID must have access to the
Provider number
Error: The logged-on Staff ID does not have access to the Provider number
Response: Change the access of the Staff ID performing the changes
LAMH0339 - SFPR NOT ASSIGNED TO PROV NUM
File Operation/Business Rule: The Case Manager (SPFR) must be assigned to the Provider
Error: The Case Manager (SPFR) is not assigned to the Provider
Response: Ensure that the Case Manager (SPFR) is assigned to the Provider
LAMH0340 - INVALID VILLAGE PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘Village’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘Village’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID of the Case Manager and ensure that the provider number is a valid
‘Village’ provider number
LAMH0341 -INVALID TRICITY ON SPRF FIELD
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘TriCity’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘TriCity’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID and ensure that the provider number is a valid ‘TriCity’ provider
number
LAMH0342 - INVALID ATCMS PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘ATCMS’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘ATCMS’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘TriCity’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID and ensure that the provider number is a valid ‘ATCMS’ provider
number
LAMH0343 - INVALID ICM PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘ICM’ the Provider number must be
a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘ICM’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID and ensure that the provider number is a valid ‘ICM’ provider number
LAMH0344 - RE-ENTER SOCIAL SECURITY NUM
Business Rule: In a ‘ADD’ or ‘CHG’ action where the SSN is added or changed the user must verify
the SSN by retyping it

Informatory: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘Centreg’ Provider
number
Response: Re-enter the SSN
LAMH0345 - INVALID CENTREG PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘Centreg’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘Centreg’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID and ensure that the provider number is a valid ‘Centreg’ provider
number
LAMH0348 - INVALID AB34 PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘AB34’ the Provider number must
be a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘AB34’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID performing the changes and ensure that the provider number is a
valid ‘AB34’ provider number
LAMH0349 - INVALID ACT PROVIDER NUM
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘ACT’ the Provider number must be
a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘ACT’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID performing the changes and ensure that the provider number is a
valid ‘ACT’ provider number
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a new Unit of Service the user must first specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0551-INVALID ADMIN CODE
Unused
LAMH0927 - EPIS/US INFO WILL BE MOVED
Business Rule: The operator may request that a Client’s Episodes/Units of Service may be
recatalogued under his/her XREF ID
Error: The Episode/Units of Services associated with a Client will be moved to the Client’s XREF ID
Response: Look for the Episodes/Units of Service under the Client’s XREF ID
LAMH0931 - INVALID HMO/PHP CODE
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the client’s Health Maintenance Organization or Primary Health
Plan are defined in the Manual
Error: The HMO/PHP code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid HMH/PHP code
LAMH0933 - DATE CANNOT BE CHG BY THIS RU
Business Rule: If the value of the Staff ID of a Case Manager is ‘ACT’ the Provider number must be
a valid ‘TriCity’ provider number
Error: The Staff ID value is ‘TriCity’ but the Provider number is not a valid ‘ACT’ Provider number
Response: Check the Staff ID performing the changes and ensure that the provider number is a
valid ‘ACT’ provider number

LAMH0934-CHECK EPI2 & UOFS FOR LATE CODE
Business Rule: Issued in a ‘CHG’ operation where the SSN has been changed
Informatory: Check the EPI2 and UOFS screens for late codes
Response: None

LAMH0935- REEVAL MUST BE > THAN 11 MONTH
Business Rule: An UMDAP re-evaluation may occur not less than one year from the
Errror: The UMDAP re-evaluation date is within one year of the
Response: Check the EMDAP re-evaluation date for accuracy
LAMH0936- HMO CODE IS REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The Health Maintenance Organization code of the client must be entered
Error: The HMO code of the client was not entered
Response: Enter the HMO code
CLIENT FUNCTION DB/2 ERR RTN CODE = -999
File Operation: A generic message issued in conjunction with a failed DB2 operation on the Client
table (HMTPCLNT). The type of action taken and the SQLcode are displayed
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed for the reasons indicated. Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
DEA ENTER A NUMBER TO THE LAST DIGIT
Unused
DEA FIRST DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT SHOULD BE A SPACE
Unused
DEA SECOND DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA THIRD DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA 4TH THRU 9TH DIGIT NUMERIC ONLY
Unused
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine

Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record that the system is
trying to write
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED

File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function
Informatory: The record was successfully marked for deletion from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER'.
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the existence of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires an entry
Response: Enter a valid value in the input field

LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Edit: Issued in a editing routine that determines the value of an date entry
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Unused
LAMH0255-COUNTY CODE NOT FOUND
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s county of residence code must be 01 - 57
Error: The client’s county of residence code has an invalid value
Response: Enter the county of residence code correctly
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the Manual
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0283-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Last name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s last name
LAMH0284-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: First name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s first name
LAMH0320- FIRST 8 DIGITS MUST BE NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a editing routine that examines a pseudo-SSN to ensure that the first eight characters
are numeric. The 9th character is generally a ‘P’
Error: The first eight digits of a pseudo-SSN were not all numeric
Response: Correct the pseudo-SSN
LAMH0321-DIGITS 2 THRU 9 MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0322 - INVALID CASE MGR LEVEL CODE
Unused
LAMH0601 - SECURITY ERROR, OTSIDE REGION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for a ‘CHG’ action
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the ‘CHG’ operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0933 INVALID NAME SUFIX CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating valid suffixes of a client’s name are defined in the
program
Error: The name suffix contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid name suffix
LAMH0934 INVALID COUNTRY CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s country of residence are defined in the program
Error: The Country Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Country code
LAMH0935 MOTHER FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Unused

LAMH0936 BIRTH COUNTY IS REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The client’s county of birth is a required field
Error: The client’s county of birth was not input
Response: Enter the client’s county of birth
LAMH0937 BIRTH STATE IS REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The client’s state of birth is a required field
Error: The client’s state of birth was not input
Response: Enter the client’s state of birth
LAMH0938 BIRTH COUNTRY IS REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The client’s country of birth is a required field
Error: The client’s country of birth was not input
Response: Enter the client’s country of birth
LAMH0939 INVALID BIRTH PLACE COMBINATION
Edit/Business Rule: The client’s county/state/country of birth combination must be internally
consistent
Error: The client’s county/state/country of birth combination is illogical
Response: Enter a correct combination of the client’s county/state/country of birth
LAMH0940 EPISODES OPEN CURSOR FAIL
Unused
LAMH0941 NO EPISODES FOR CLIENTS
Unused
LAMH0942 CONSERVATOR CODES ARE A-J OR U
Unused
LAMH0943 VALID CODE ARE N, Y OR SPACE
Unused
LAMH0944 INVALID COMBINATIONS
Edit/Business Rule: The client’s county/state/country of birth combination must be internally
consistent
Error: The client’s county/state/country of birth combination is illogical

Response: Enter a correct combination of the client’s county/state/country of birth

CLIENT function DB/2 ERR RTN CODE = -999
File Operation: A generic message issued in conjunction with a failed DB2 operation on the Client
table (HMTPCLNT). The type of action taken and the SQLcode are displayed
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed for the reasons indicated. Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
DEA ENTER A NUMBER TO THE LAST DIGIT
Unused
DEA FIRST DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT SHOULD BE A SPACE
Unused
DEA SECOND DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA THIRD DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA 4TH THRU 9TH DIGIT NUMERIC ONLY
Unused
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation

Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a Read TIR operation
Fatal: The attempt to access the Transaction Interface Record failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation, checking the COMMAREA is a standard
programming protocol; the error rarely occurs in a Production environment.
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function, the message indicates that the
record was marked for deletion
Informatory: The record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None

LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - .
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the existence of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires an entry
Response: Enter a valid value in the input field
LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator

Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Unused
LAMH0255-COUNTY CODE NOT FOUND
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the County Code of client residence are defined in the program
Error: The County Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid county code
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the program
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0283-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0284-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0320- FIRST 8 DIGITS MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0321-DIGITS 2 THRU 9 MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0322 - INVALID CASE MGR LEVEL CODE
Unused
LAMH0601 - SECURITY ERROR, OTSIDE REGION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine, a change function (‘CHG’)
cannot be performed without a specified security level
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the ‘CHG’ operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0933 INVALID NAME SUFIX CODE
Unused
LAMH0934 INVALID COUNTRY CODE
Unused
LAMH0935 MOTHER FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0936 BIRTH STATE IS REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0937 BIRTH STATE IS REQUIRED
Unused

LAMH0938 BIRTH COUNTY IS REQUIRED
Unused

LAMH0939 INVALID BIRTH PLACE COMBINATION
This message is erroneously displayed on an OPEN Epis-Cursor statement when the Sqlcode is not
equal to 0 or 100.
LAMH0940 EPISODES OPEN CURSOR FAIL
Unused
LAMH0941 NO EPISODES FOR CLIENTS
File Operation: Issued in a Fetch on the Episode DB2 table (HMTPEPIS) when a SQLCODE of 100
is returned, indicating that no Episodes exist for the Client
Informatory: There were no Episode records for the client
Response: None
LAMH0942 CONSERVATOR CODES ARE A-J OR U
Edit/Business Rule: Valid conservator codes are defined within the Manual
Error: The Conservator Code contained a value other than a defined one
Response: Change the Conservator Code to a valid value
LAMH0943 VALID CODE ARE N, Y OR U
Edit/Business Rule: Valid physical codes are defined within the application
Error: The Physical Code contained a value other than a defined one
Response: Change the Physical Code
LAMH0944 AGE > THAN 17 CODE NOT ALLOWED
Edit/Business Rule: A conservator code of ‘G’, ‘H’, or ‘I’ is not allowed when the client’s age is
greater than or equal to 18
Error: The Conservator Code contained a value of ‘G’, ‘H’, or ‘I’ but the client’s age was < 18
Response: Change the Conservator Code

LAMH0001-INVALID ACTION CODE
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0005-MISSING LAST PROCESSING DATE
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid

Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
File Operation: The record being updated was updated by another user while the first user’s request
was in process. The message occurs when the timestamp in the Transaction Interface Records
differs from that on the record
Fatal: Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Retry the transaction. If it fails again, contact the Help desk/application programming
staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record that is being written
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified

Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is standard protocol; the error rarely occurs in a
Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0035-RECORD PREVIOUSLY DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation, NXT function
Informatory: The program is attempting to retrieve a record that was previously deleted by a user,
i.e. Delete flag = X’FF’.
Response: None
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function, the message is issued when the
delete flag on a record has been successfully set
Informatory: The delete flag on the record was successfully set
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0038-RECORD NOT RESTORED
File Operation: Issued after an attempt to Reset, i.e. undelete, an Episode Record and all related
records, i.e. Client, Reporting Unit. It also attempts to restore an admission record if an Inpatient
Episode
Informatory: The episode record and associated records were not reset/restored to undelete status.
Response: Contact the Help Desk
LAMH0039-RECORD NOT ADDED
Edit/Business Rule: A valid client admit date must exist to add an Episode record
Informatory: The Episode record could not be added because the admit date was not greater than
zeroes
Response: Ensure that a valid admit date is entered
LAMH0040-RECORD RESTORED

File Operation: Issued after an attempt to Reset/Restore, i.e. undelete, an Episode Record and all
related records, i.e. Client, Reporting Unit. It also attempts to restore an admission record if an
Inpatient Episode
Informatory: The episode record and associated records were reset/restored to undelete status.
Response: None
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0042-PRINT ACTION UNSUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a call to ‘HMHP094S’ or ‘HMHP095S’ it indicates that an
attempt to print the screen was unsuccessful
Informatory: The screen could not be printed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of a field that will be printed
Error: The field contains characters that cannot be printed
Response: Determine why the field cannot be printed
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that determines whether an entry was made by the operator
Error: The input field requires an entry but nothing was found
Response: Enter a value in the input field
LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Unused
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that checks the value of an date entry
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that determines the validity of an entry in a name field
Error: The input field requires a member of a character set defined in the program but other
characters were found
Response: Enter a correct value in the affected name field
LAMH0100-INVALID STAFF CODE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation when a record with the specified key could not
be found in the Staff file
Error/Fatal: A record with the specified key was not in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0103-EMPLOYEE TERMINATED
Edit/Business Rule: A staff member assigned to an Episode must be in active status
Error: The staff member the operator was attempting to attach to the Episode is not in active status
Response: Ensure that the staff member is in active status
LAMH0268-INVALID REPT UNIT
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation when a record with the specified key could not
be found in the Provider file
Error/Fatal: A Reporting Unit record with the specified key was not found in the Provider file.
Response: Check the Reporting Unit entered or contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0269-INVALID FINANCIAL RESP
Edit: Valid values for the code designating Financial Responsibility Categories are displayed on the
Client Face Sheet and 24-hour Change in Status forms, in the program and listed in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility Categories Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Categories code
LAMH0295-CLIENT HAS XREF ID
Edit/Business Rule: If the same Client has more than one MIS number the numbers are related
through a Cross reference ID (XREF ID)
Informatory: The Client has more than one MIS number and a XREF number exists
Response: None
LAMH0301-CASE MGR EPIS EXISTS
Unused

LAMH0302-NO OPEN EPIS FOR CLIENT IN RU
File Operation: The routine is attempting to determine what types of episodes, if any, are open for
the client
Informatory: There are no open episodes for the client within the Reporting Unit
Response: None
LAMH0306-INVALID MARITAL STAT
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s marital status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Marital Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Marital status code
LAMH0307-NEW/CORR FLAG REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added or changed the new/corr flag
must be set to ‘N’ or ‘C’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added or changed but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
or ‘C’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’ or ‘C’

LAMH0308-INVALID LEGAL STAT
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s Legal Status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status code
LAMH0309-INVALID EMPLOYMENT STAT
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s employment status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Employment Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Employment status code
LAMH0310-INVALID REFER CODE
Unused
LAMH0311-INVALID REPT UNIT
Edit: Valid values for the a Reporting Unit are four digits plus a letter or a number
Error: The Reporting Unit contained an invalid value
Response: Enter valid values in the Reporting Unit field
LAMH0312-INVALID INTENT OF SERVICE
Edit: Valid values for the Intent of Service code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0313-NO OPEN EPIS AFTER DEATH DATE
Business Rule: An episode cannot be opened if the Admit Date is after the client is deceased
Error: An attempt was made to open an episode but the Admit Date was after the client’s date of
death
Response: Ensure that the client’s admit and death dates are correct
LAMH0314-INVALID PRIMARY PROBLEM CODE
Edit: Valid values for the Primary Problem Area Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code

LAMH0315-INVALID GAS CODE
Unused
LAMH0316-INVALID DIAG CODE
Edit: Valid values for the DSM IV Diagnosis code are defined in the Manual
Error: The DSM IV Diagnosis code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid DSM IV Diagnosis Code
LAMH0317-ADMIT > DISCHARGE DATE
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment cannot be greater than the date that the client
was discharged from treatment
Error: The admit date comes after the discharge current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the admit date correctly
LAMH0318-ADMIT DATE REQUIRED
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment is required
Error: The admit date was not entered
Response: Enter the admit date
LAMH0319-EITHER CASE MGR OR WARD REQD
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Outpatient facility the client
must have a Case Manager assigned
Error: The client was admitted to an Outpatient facility but a Case manager was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Case Manager
LAMH0320-N REQUIRED FOR ADD
Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added the new/corr flag must be set to
‘N’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’
LAMH0321-INPATIENT ACT CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Inpatient facility an admittee
must have an inpatient activity code
Error: The client was admitted to an Inpatient facility but an inpatient activity code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Inpatient activity Code
LAMH0324-DATE < ADMIT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the Admit date
Error: The date input is before the admit date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0326-CASE MGR EPIS MUST BE ADDED
Edit/Business Rule: Where the Mode of Service (CR/DC Mode) is Case Management or Public
Guardian, i.e. Biostat code is ‘CM’ or ‘PG’ a Case Manager ID must be entered
Error: The Support Service Mode was Case Management or Public Guardian but the Case Manager
was not entered
Response: Enter the Case Manager
LAMH0327-THERAPIST EPIS MUST BE ADDED

Edit/Business Rule: Where the Mode of Service (CR/DC Mode) is Day Treatment (Partial),
Outpatient or Community Service, i.e. Biostat code is ‘PT’ or ‘OP’ or ’CS’ , a Assigned Therapist ID
must be entered
Error: The Biostat Mode required an Assigned Therapist but it was not entered
Response: Enter the Assigned Therapist
LAMH0328-EMPLOY STAT REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A discharged client must have an employment status
Error: The client’s Discharge Employment Status code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid discharge employment status Code
LAMH0330-WARD NUM REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: An inpatient client must have a ward number assigned
Error: The episode was assigned to an inpatient facility but the client was not assigned a ward
number
Response: Enter a valid ward number
LAMH0331-REF-IN CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Referral codes for Inpatient/Residential facilities are defined in the Manual
Error: A Referral In Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid referral code
LAMH0334-CURR REF DATE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The date that the current Referral was made is required Error: A Current
Referral Date was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid current referral date
LAMH0338-LIV ARRANG FIELD INVALID
Edit/Business Rule: Codes for Living Arrangement are defined in the Manual
Error: A Living Arrangement was invalid
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement code
LAMH0339-DIAGNOSIS FIELD REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Diagnosis codes are required fields
Error: A Diagnosis Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid Diagnosis code
LAMH0343-LIV ARRANGEMENT REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid living arrangement code; valid values for the Living
Arrangement Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Living Arrangement code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement Code
LAMH0344-ADMIT INTENT SERVICE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Intent of Service code; valid values for the Intent of
Service Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0345-ADMIT PRIM PROBLEM REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Primary Problem Area code; valid values for the
Primary Problem Area Code are defined in the Manual

Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code
LAMH0346-III ADMIT GAS REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0347-CURR LEGAL CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Legal Status code; valid values for the Legal Status
Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status Code
LAMH0348-CURR LEGAL DATE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Legal Status assignment date is required
Error: The Legal Status date was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status date
LAMH0349-DIS MARITAL STAT REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is closed, a client must have a valid Discharge Legal Status
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Discharge Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Discharge Legal Status Code
LAMH0350-DISCHARGE GAS REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0351-ADMIT < REF DATE < DISCHARGE
Edit: A client cannot be referred before he/she has been admitted or after he/she has been
discharged
Error: The client’s referral date is either prior to the admit date or after the discharge date
Response: Enter a correct referral date
LAMH0352-APPT DATE S/B > OR = REF DATE
Edit: A client’s appointment date should be after the referral date
Error: The client’s appointment date was after the referral date
Response: Enter a correct appointment date
LAMH0353-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = APPT DT
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the appointment date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the appointment date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the appointment date
LAMH0354-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = REF DT
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the referral date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the referral date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the referral date
LAMH0358-ADMIT NOT W/IN STAF ASSIGN DTE
Edit: A client’s admit date should be within the dates of employment of the Staff member assigned at
the Reporting Unit
Error: The client’s admits date was outside the range of the assigned Staff members employment
dates at the Reporting Unit

Response: Enter an admit date that conforms to the above criteria
LAMH0359-STAFF NOT ASSIGNED TO RU
Business Rule: When an Episode is closed, a client must have a valid Discharge Legal Status code;
valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Discharge Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Discharge Legal Status Code
LAMH0360-RU ACTIVITY NOT CLIENT RELATED
Business Rule: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs must include that which the
client requires
Error: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs do not include that which the client
requires
Response: Ensure that the services that the RU can render include the types of services that the
client requires
LAMH0361-DISCHARGE < LAST TREATMENT DATE
Edit: A client cannot be treated after he/she has been discharged
Error: The client’s discharge date is prior to the treatment date and is invalid
Response: Enter a correct discharge date
LAMH0362-ANOTHER OPEN EPIS EXISTS IN RU
Business Rule: If a record with the same Reporting Unit exists in Open Status, an attempt to reopen a closed Episode for that same RU will fail
Error: The user attempted to re-open a closed Episode for a Reporting Unit but an open Episode for
the same RU already exists
Response: The Episode cannot be re-opened
LAMH0364-SEC DX CAN NOT BE SAME AS PRIN
Business Rule: A secondary diagnosis code cannot be the same as the Primary Diagnosis
Error: The Secondary Diagnosis Code is the same as the Primary
Response: Enter a Secondary Diagnosis Code that is different from the Primary
LAMH0367-FINANCIAL RESP CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is opened, a client must have a valid Financial Responsibility
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Code
LAMH0368-NR GAS CODE INVALID FOR CLNT
Business Rule: For a GAS Code = ‘NR’, a client must be aged 12 or less
Error: The NR GAS code was invalid given the client’s age.
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0370-ADMIT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Edit: A client cannot be admitted after the Reporting Unit has become inactive
Error: The client’s admit date is subsequent to the Reporting Unit’s inactive date
Response: Enter a correct admit date
LAMH0371-DISCHRGE DT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Edit: A client cannot be discharged after the Reporting Unit has become inactive
Error: The client’s discharge date is after the Reporting Unit’s inactive date

Response: Enter a correct discharge date
LAMH0372-ADMIT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Edit: A client cannot be admitted before the Reporting Unit has become active
Error: The client’s admit date is prior to the Reporting Unit’s active date
Response: Enter a correct admit date
LAMH0373-DISCHRGE DT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Edit: A client cannot be discharged before the Reporting Unit has become active
Error: The client’s discharge date is before the Reporting Unit’s active date
Response: Enter a correct discharge date
LAMH0374-GAS OF 00 INVALID AT ADMISSION
Unused
LAMH0375-DATE OF DEATH REQD ON CLNT ID
Unused
LAMH0376-GAS HIGH -CHECK BEFORE ENTERING
Unused
LAMH0377-STAFF NOT AUTH TO CHG THE DATE
Business Rule: When an Episode is added or changed, the staff member performing the action
must have sufficient security clearance (< 20) to do so
Error: The Staff member attempting the add/change had insufficient authority
Response: Contact the Help Desk to change the security level
LAMH0378-TREATMENT AUTHORIZATION MISSING
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age.
Error: The client was under 18 years of age but the treatment authorization code was missing
Response: Enter the treatment authorization code
LAMH0379-INVALID TREATMENT AUTH CODE
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age. Valid values are
defined in the program.
Error: The treatment authorization code was invalid
Response: Enter a correct treatment authorization code
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; before the Episodes can be
processed the Client record must exist and not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched on.
Fatal: The user is attempting to retrieve Episodes for a client who is in the process of being deleted
Response: None
LAMH0384 - DISCHARGE DATE REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0385-REF-IN-RU INACT >60 DAYS AT ADM
Business Rule: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit may not be inactive for more than 60 days
prior to the Client’s Admit Date

Error: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit was inactive for more than 60 days prior to the Client’s
Admit Date
Response: Check the admit date and RU’s Inactive Date for accuracy
LAMH0386-REF-OUT-RU INACT AT DISCH DATE
Business Rule: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit may not be inactive on the Client’s Discharge
Date
Error: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit was inactive on the Client’s Discharge Date
Response: Check the Discharge date and RU’s Inactive Date for accuracy
LAMH0387- REF-IN-RU CANNOT EQUAL EPIS RU
Business Rule: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit may not be the same as the RU performing
the Service for the Episode
Error: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit was the same as the service RU
Response: Ensure that the Referring Inpatient and Service RU’s are not the same
LAMH0388-REF-OUT-RU CANNOT EQUAL EPIS RU
Business Rule: The referring Outpatient Reporting Unit may not be the same as the RU performing
the Service for the Episode
Error: The referring Outpatient Reporting Unit was the same as the service RU
Response: Ensure that the Referring Outpatient RU and the Service RU are not the same
LAMH0389-CUR-REF-RU CANNOT EQUAL EPIS RU
Unused
LAMH0390-INVALID AA CODE
'
Edit/Business Rule: An AA Code value can be ‘1’ thru ‘4’ or ‘A’ thru ‘I’
Error: The AA code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid AA Code
LAMH0391-III-R AXIS V CURRENT REQUIRED
Business Rule: Global Assessment of Function (GAF) Axis V permits the clinician to assess a
person’s psychological, social and occupation functioning. Valid values for the Axis V Code are
defined in the Manual and must be entered
Error: The GAF Axis V code was not entered
Response: Enter the current GAF Axis V code
LAMH0392-AXIS V CURRENT INVALID
Business Rule: Valid values for the Axis V Code are defined in the Manual; however, if the admit
date is earlier than July 1, 1995 the codes may not apply
Error: The GAF Axis V code was invalid given the admit date
Response: Check the current GAF Axis V code and the admit date
LAMH0393-AXIS V REQUIRED
Business Rule: This applies to discharge Axis V assessments. Valid values for the Axis V Code
are defined in the Manual and must be entered
Error: The GAF Axis V code for discharge was not entered
Response: Enter the current GAF Axis V discharge code
LAMH0394-AXIS V INVALID
Business Rule: Valid values for the Axis V Code are defined in the Manual; however, if the admit
date is earlier than July 1, 1995 the codes may not apply

Error: The GAF Axis V code for discharge was invalid given the admit date
Response: Check the current GAF Axis V code and the admit date
LAMH0395-2ND DIAG MUST BE 00000 W/ 97109
Business Rule: Valid values for the Axis V Code are defined in the Manual; however, if the primary
code is ‘97109’ the secondary code must be zeroes
Error: The admit Diagnosis code was 97109 but the second was not zeroes
Response: Change the second Diagnosis code to zeroes
LAMH0396-INVALID AS SECONDARY DIAG
Edit: Valid values for the DSM IV Diagnosis code are defined in the Manual
Error: The DSM IV Secondary Diagnosis code contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid DSM IV Secondary Diagnosis Code
LAMH0397-2ND DIAG MUST BE 00000 W/ 79990
Business Rule: Valid values for the Axis V Code are defined in the Manual; however, if the primary
code is ‘79990’ the secondary code must be zeroes
Error: The admit Diagnosis code was ‘79990’ but the second was not zeroes
Response: Change the second Diagnosis code to zeroes
LAMH0398-2ND DIAG MUST BE 00000 W/ 7999
Business Rule: Valid values for the Axis V Code are defined in the Manual; however, if the primary
code is ‘7999’ the secondary code must be zeroes
Error: The admit Diagnosis code was ‘7999’ but the second was not zeroes
Response: Change the second Diagnosis code to zeroes
LAMH0400-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Business Rule: Valid activity codes are defined in an internal Activity Code table within the program
Error: The activity code entered was not found on the Activity Code table
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a Unit of Service the user must specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0404-UNAUTHORIZED ACT CODE IN RU
Business Rule: An activity code must not only be valid but also one that the Provider/Reporting Unit
is authorized to perform
Error: The activity code entered was valid but not for the provider specified in the record key
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0410-PLEASE ENTER III & ERASE CODES
Business Rule: For admission dates prior to July 1, 1988 only Axis III codes must be entered
Error: The Axis III codes were not entered
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0411-ERASE CODES FOR DATE < 07/01/88
Business Rule: For admission dates prior to July 1, 1988 codes must be erased
Error: The codes were entered
Response: Obsolete

LAMH0412-PLEASE ERASE III AND ENTER CODE
Business Rule: For admission dates prior to July 1, 1988 only Axis III codes must be entered
Error: The Axis III codes were not entered and others were
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0413-ERASE III FOR DATE > 06/30/88
Business Rule: For admission dates on or after to July 1, 1988 Axis III codes must not be entered
Error: The Axis III codes were entered
Response: Remove the Axis III codes
LAMH0414-ENTER DIS DT OR ERASE DIAG CODE
Edit/Business Rule: If a client’s discharge date is not entered then the discharge diagnosis codes
cannot be entered
Error: The client’s discharge diagnosis code was entered but the Discharge date was not
Response: Enter the discharge date or erase the diagnosis codes
LAMH0415-INVALID DIAG CODE WHEN DISCHARG
Edit/Business Rule: Issued when a client’s discharge diagnosis code is entered as ‘7990’ or ‘79990’
Error: The client’s discharge diagnosis code was entered as ‘7999’ or ‘79990’
Response: Enter a correct discharge diagnosis codes
LAMH0416-DISC DATE MUST = LAST ACT DATE
Edit: A client’s discharge date must be the same as the last Unit of Service Activity date
Error: The client’s discharge date is not the same as the last Unit of Service activity date
Response: Correct the discharge date
LAMH0417-DISCHARGE MUST HAVE U/S - FMI
Edit: Prior to a client’s discharge a UofS with an FMI activity code must be entered
Informatory: A Uofs with an FMI activity code must be entered before discharge
Response: Enter a UofS with an FMI activity prior to discharge
LAMH0418-CURR/DISC FLAG SHOULD BE C
Edit: A client’s current discharge flag must be ‘C’
Error: The client’s discharge flag is not ‘C’
Response: Correct the discharge flag
LAMH0419-CURRENT DIAG CODE REQUIRED
Edit: A client’s current discharge code must be entered
Error: The client’s discharge code was not entered
Response: Correct the current diagnosis code
LAMH0420-CURR/DISC FLAG SHOULD BE D
Edit: When closing an Episode set a client’s current discharge flag to ‘D’
Error: The client’s discharge flag is not ‘D’
Response: Set the discharge flag to ‘D’ or don’t close the Episode
LAMH0551-INVALID ADMIN CODE
Unused
LAMH0552-INVALID OP CODE
Unused

LAMH0554-INVALID MH DISTRICT
Unused
LAMH0555-INVALID TGT GROUP
Unused
LAMH0558-INVALID SUPE DIST CODE
Unused
LAMH0592- INVALID NUMBER
Unused
LAMH0601-SECURITY ERROR, OUTSIDE REGION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for an action performed by
a user at a Reporting Unit
Fatal: The user/Reporting Unit lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user
LAMH0922-DISCHARGE DT < PASS DAYS DT
Edit: A client cannot be given a pass after being discharged
Error: The client’s discharge date is prior to a pass date
Response: Check both the pass and discharge dates
LAMH0923-VERIFY PAT. STATUS AT DISCHARGE
Business Rule: The patient status code indicates the status of the client as of the ending date of
service. Values are defined in the Manual and must be consistent with the existence of a valid
Discharge date
Error: The Patient Status Code is inconsistent with the Discharge information
Response: Correct the Patient Status Code to be consistent with the discharge information entered
LAMH1000 - REF-IN-RU MUST BE BLANK
Business Rule: In cases where the referral in code requires it the Reporting Unit must be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was entered even though the referral in code does not require one
Response: If the referral in agency does not require a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is blank
LAMH1001 - REF-OUT-RU MUST BE BLANK
Business Rule: In cases where the referral out code requires it the Reporting Unit must be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was entered even though the referral out code does not require one
Response: If the referral out agency does not require a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is blank
LAMH1002 - CURRENT-RU MUST BE BLANK
Business Rule: In cases where the referral code requires it the Reporting Unit must be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was entered even though the referral code does not require one
Response: If the referral agency does not require a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is blank
LAMH1003 - INVALID REFERRAL-IN CODE
Business Rule: Valid Referral In codes are defined in the Manual
Error: The Referral In code entered was not valid
Response: Investigate and ensure that the Referral In code entered is defined in the Manual
LAMH1004 - INVALID REFERRAL-OUT CODE

Business Rule: Valid Referral out codes are defined in the Manual
Error: The Referral out code entered was not valid
Response: Investigate and correct the Referral out code as entered
LAMH1005 - INVALID CON-CUR REFERRAL CODE
Business Rule: Valid Con-cur Referral codes are defined in the Manual
Error: The Con-cur Referral code entered was not valid
Response: Investigate and correct the Con-cur Referral code as entered
LAMH1006 - REFERRAL-IN RU REQUIRED
Business Rule: In cases where the referral out code requires it the Reporting Unit must not be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was not entered even though the referral out code requires one
Response: If the referral out agency requires a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is not blank
LAMH1007 - REFERRAL-OUT-RU REQUIRED
Business Rule: In cases where the referral out code requires it the Reporting Unit must not be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was not entered even though the referral out code requires one
Response: If the referral out agency requires a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is not blank
LAMH1008 - CURRENT-REFERRAL RU REQUIRED
Business Rule: In cases where the current referral Reporting out code requires it the Reporting Unit
must not be blank
Error: The Reporting Unit was not entered even though the referral out code requires one
Response: If the referral out agency requires a Reporting Unit ensure that the field is not blank
LAMH1009 - REFERRAL-IN CODE REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH1010 - REFERRAL-OUT CODE REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH1011 -CURRENT REFERRAL CODE REQUIRED
Business Rule: In cases where the current referral Reporting Unit code requires it the Referral Code
must not be blank
Error: The Current Referral Code was not entered
Response: Enter the Current Referral Code
LAMH1012-CURRENT RU CANNOT = EPIS RU
LAMH1013 - CURRENT RU INACT AT DSH DATE
Unused
LAMH1014 - BAD RETURN FROM DATE CONVERT
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a call to ‘WAASDATE’ indicating that an attempt to convert the
input date was unsuccessful
Informatory: The date could not be converted
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH1015 - UTIL REVIEW REC NOT UPDATED
Unused (disabled application)
LAMH1016 - UTIL REVIEW RECORD NOT FOUND

Unused (disabled application)
LAMH1017 - UTIL REVIEW IO PROBLEM
Unused (disabled application)
LAMH2000 - SS:
ENTER Y OR SPACE
Edit: Valid values for the Sensitive Service flag are ‘Y’ and space
Error: The Sensitive Service flag contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Sensitive Service flag value
LAMH2001 - DED:
ENTER Y OR SPACE
Edit/Business Rule: The correct entry in the DED Medi-Cal field is a ‘Y’ or a space
Error: The Deduction field was checked with a value other than ‘Y’ or space
Response: Ensure that the DED field contains a ‘Y’ or a space
LAMH2002 - EW M-CAL: ENTER Y OR SPACE
Edit/Business Rule: The correct entry in the EW Medi-Cal field is a ‘Y’ or a space
Error: The EW field was checked with a value other than ‘Y’ or space
Response: Ensure that the EW field contains a ‘Y’ or a space
LAMH2003 - SS/DED/EW M-CAL = JUST ONE Y
Business Rule: Only one of SS/DED/EW Medi-Cal fields can be checked
Error: More than one of the above fields was checked with a ‘Y’
Response: Ensure that only one field is checked
LAMH2004 - SENSITIVE SERVICE ELIGIBLE
Business Rule: Clients who are aged 12-21 are Sensitive Service eligible
Informatory: The client is Sensitive Service eligible due to age
Response: Ensure that the Sensitive Service flag is checked
LAMH2005 - SENSITIVE SERVICE INELIGIBLE
Business Rule: Clients who are aged 12-21 are Sensitive Service eligible
Informatory: The client’s age outside the range of what is Sensitive Service
Response: Ensure that the Sensitive Service flag is unchecked
LAMH3001 - ADM DATE CONFLICT WITH EPI3
Business Rule: The Admit Date cannot conflict with Episode Activity dates
Error: The Admit Date conflicts with Episode Activity dates
Response: Check the client’s Admit Date
LAMH3002 - DISC DATE CONFLICT WITH EPI3
Business Rule: The Discharge Date cannot conflict with Episode Activity dates
Informatory: The Discharge Date conflicts with Episode Activity dates
Response: Check the client’s Discharge Date
LAMH3003 - EPISODE UPD ERROR - CALL MIS
File Operation: Issued in a Episode record READ Update operation
Fatal: An error occurred in a Read Update on the Episode record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH3004 - EPI3 READ ERROR - CALL MIS
File Operation: Issued in a Episode Activity record SETBR operation

Fatal: An error occurred in SETBR on the EPI3
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH9100 - PHYS STAFF RECORD NOT FOUND
Unused
LAMH9101 - INVALID UPIN DISCIPLINE
Unused
LAMH9102 - NU UPIN ASSIGNED FOR STAFF
Unused
LAMH9103 - INVALID DIAG AFTER 12/31/96
Business Rule: Certain diagnosis codes are date specific and are invalid outside a certain date
range.
Error: The diagnosis code entered was valid but the date that the client was admitted was after
12/31/96
Response: Investigate and correct the diagnosis code
LAMH9104 - INVALID DIAG BEFORE 01/01/97
Business Rule: Certain diagnosis codes are date specific and are invalid outside a certain date
range.
Error: The diagnosis code entered was valid but the date that the client was admitted was before
01/01/97
Response: Investigate and correct the diagnosis code
LAMH9105 LAST SERVICE DATE < ADMIT DATE
Edit: A client cannot be discharged before the he/she was admitted
Error: The client’s last service date is before the client’s admit date
Response: Enter a correct last service date
LAMH9106 ACTIVE TARS CAN NOT DEL EPISODE
Business Rule: An episode cannot be deleted if an Active Treatment Authorization Request exists.
Error: An attempt was made to delete an episode even though an Active Treatment Authorization
Request exists.
Response: None
LAMH9107 VALID CODES ARE 1, 2 AND 9
Business Rule: An Admission Necessity Code identifies the type or reason for the client’s admission
into an acute care hospital (inpatient). Valid values are defined within the program.
Error: The Episode is classified an inpatient but the Admission Necessity Code entered was invalid
Response: Investigate and correct the Admission Necessity Code
LAMH9108 VALID CODES ARE A - L AND U
Business Rule: A Patient Status Code indicates the status of the client as of the ending date of
service. Valid values are defined within an application table.
Error: The Patient Status Code entered was invalid
Response: Investigate and correct the Patient Status Code
LAMH9110 - VALID GAF CODES 00 THRU 99
Unused

CLIENT FUNCTION DB/2 RTN CODE = -999
File Operation: A generic message issued in conjunction with a failed DB2 operation on the Client
table (HMTPCLNT). The type of action taken and the SQLcode are displayed
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed for the reasons indicated. Unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
DEA ENTER A NUMBER TO THE LAST DIGIT
Unused
DEA FIRST DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA LAST DIGIT SHOULD BE A SPACE
Unused
DEA SECOND DIGIT NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
DEA THIRD DIGIT ONLY A SPACE OR A NUMBER
Unused
DEA 4TH THRU 9TH DIGIT NUMERIC ONLY
Unused
EPISODE FUNCTION DB/2 RTN CODE = -999
File Operation: A generic message issued in conjunction with a failed DB2 operation on the Episode
table (HMTPEPIS). The SQLcode is also displayed
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed for the reasons indicated. Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0001-INVALID ACTION CODE
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print), ‘RES’ (Restore)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that checks a key field for correct content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid

Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
File Operation: The record being updated was updated by another user while the first user’s request
was in process. The message occurs when the timestamp in the Transaction Interface Records
differs from that on the record
Fatal: Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Retry the transaction. Then contact the Help desk.
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine specific to the screen
being accessed
Fatal: The user lacks the security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation

Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0035-RECORD PREVIOUSLY DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation, NXT function
Informatory: The program is attempting to retrieve a record that was previously deleted by a user,
i.e. Delete flag = X’FF’.
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation when the previous operation was
not a ‘NXT’
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Unused
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Unused
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Unused
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Unused
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Unused
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME

Unused
LAMH0271-VALUE IS NOT Y OR N
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the program
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0315-INVALID GAS CODE
LAMH0320-FIRST 8 DIGITS MUST BE NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a editing routine that examines a pseudo-SSN to ensure that the first eight characters
are numeric
Error: The first eight digits of a pseudo-SSN were not all numeric
Response: Correct the pseudo-SSN
LAMH0321-DIGITS 2 THRU 9 MUST BE NUMERIC
Unused
LAMH0322-CONCUR REF CODE REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; the Client record must exist and
not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched off.
Fatal: The user is attempting to access a client who is in delete status
Response: None
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a UofS the user must specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0592- INVALID NUMBER
Unused
LAMH0601-SECURITY ERROR, OUTSIDE REGION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for an action being
performed by the user
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0900-INVALID MEDI-CAL ELIG DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has non-numeric values
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0902- EPI2 EXISTS

Unused
LAMH0903- VALID VALUES ARE X OR BLANK
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that determines the value of an entry
Error: The field has a value other than ‘X’ or a blank
Response: Enter an ‘X’ or a blank in the field
LAMH0904-DENIAL FRM DT > DENIAL TO DT
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0905-DENIAL FRM DT < ADMIT DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot precede his/her admit
date to treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date precedes his/her admit date to treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0906-DENIAL TO DT < ADMIT DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot precede his/her admit date
to treatment
Error: The Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date precedes his/her admit date
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0907-DENIAL FRM DT > DISCHARGE DT
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0908-DENIAL TO DT > DISCHARGE DT
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0909-ONE END DT REQD FOR SAME MONTH
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0910-DATE SEGMENTS OVERLAP
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s may have more than one Medi-Cal Eligibility denial periods. If so the
two periods must not overlap
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial periods overlap
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0911-MEDICAL EFF DT REQUIRED

Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date is required if the Medi-Cal number is
entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is missing but the number was entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal effective date
LAMH0912-MEDICAL NUMBER REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number is required when the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective
date is entered
Error: The Medi-Cal number is missing but the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date was entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number
LAMH0914-FROM DT REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period must have a start date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was missing
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0915-INVALID ELIG YEAR
Edit: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Error: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0916-MONTH GREATER THAN CURRENT
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial date cannot be later than the current date.
When the eligibility year is the same as the current year the eligibility month must not be greater than
the current month
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility start month was after the current month and the year was the
same as the current year
Response: Correct the eligibility dates
LAMH0917-EXACT KEY REQD NO OPEN EPIS
Unused
LAMH0918-ONE END DT REQD FOR EARLY DT
Edit/Business Rule: A generic editing routine that examines a series of like titled dates, e.g. Pass,
Denial, and ensures that the latter in the series are not earlierclient’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial date
cannot be later than the current date. When the eligibility year is the same as the current year the
eligibility month must not be greater than the current month
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility start month was after the current month and the year was the
same as the current year
Response: Correct the eligibility dates
LAMH0919-DUPLICATE MEDICAL EFF DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Medi-Cal number Eligibility effective dates but they
cannot duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number eligibility effective date is duplicated
Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal number effective dates do not duplicate one another
LAMH0921-DATE ENTERED TWICE
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Medi-Cal Eligibility effective dates but they cannot
duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is duplicated
Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal effective dates do not duplicate one another

LAMH0924-INSUFFICIENT DIGITS MEDICAL #
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number must be 14 digits
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number is missing one or more digits
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number completely
LAMH0925-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s county of residence code must be 01 - 57
Error: The client’s county of residence code has an invalid value
Response: Enter the county of residence code correctly
LAMH0926-INVALID WELFARE AID CODE
Edit/Business Rule: Valid welfare aid codes are defined in the program
Error: The client’s welfare aid code has an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid value for the client’s welfare aid code
LAMH0927-VALID LATE CODES ARE A THRU D
Edit/Business Rule: Valid late codes are A thru D
Error: The late code entered has a value other than ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, or ‘D’
Response: Enter a late code with a value of ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, or ‘D’
LAMH0928-LATE CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Late codes may be entered in reference to Medi-Cal claims for “good cause”.
Valid codes are A thru D
Error: A valid late code should have been entered with the claim but was not Response: Enter a late
code with a value of ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, or ‘D’
LAMH0929-INTERNAL ERROR - CALL SYSTEMS
File Operation: Issued after a call to the routine ‘WAASDATE‘
Fatal: The call to ‘WAASDATE’ failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0945-UNABLE TO UPDATE COUNTY FIN RES
File Operation: Issued in conjunction with a failed Update operation on the Episode table
(HMTPEPIS). The purpose of the operation is to update the county of financial responsibility
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed. Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0946-INVALID COUNTY FIN RESP CODE
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s county of financial responsibility code must have the value 01 – 57.
Error: The client’s county of financial responsibility code has an invalid value
Response: Enter the county of financial responsibility code correctly
LAMH0947- CHECK UOFS FOR VALID LATE CODE
File Operation: Issued in conjunction with a routine that updates the Medi-Cal number and
corresponding effective date fields in the Client table (HMTPCLNT). The purpose of the operation is
to update the county of financial responsibility
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed. Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0996-INVALID DECIMAL POSITIONS

Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines whether or not the Insurance amount field
has the correct number of digits to the right of the decimal point
Error: The input field has more than 2 digits to the right of the decimal point
Response: Correct the Insurance amount field

LAMH0997-INVALID AMT, NEEDS DECIMALS
Edit: Issued in a editing routine that determines whether or not the MediCare amount field has the
correct number of digits to the right of the decimal point
Error: The input field has no digits to the right of the decimal point
Response: Correct the MediCare amount field
LAMH0998-CROSSOVER CODES(B, N, P OR X )
Edit/Business Rule: Crossover codes indicate whether claims can be billed to both Medi-Cal and
MediCare, Medi-Cal and other insurance, MediCare and other insurance or not to MediCare. The
codes that define these relationships are in the Crossover Code Definitions section of the Data Entry
Training Manual
Error: The valid Crossover Codes are (B, N, P and X)
Response: Enter the Crossover Code correctly
LAMH0999-INVALID CIN OR SSN NUMBER
Edit/Business Rule: A Client Index Number (CIN) must be 8 digits plus an alpha character
Error: The client’s CIN is invalid
Response: Enter the Client’s CIN completely and correctly
REPT U FUNCTION DB/2 RTN CODE = -999
File Operation: A generic message issued in conjunction with a failed DB2 operation on the
Reporting Unit table (HMTPRU). The type of action taken and the SQLcode are displayed
Error/Fatal: The DB2 operation failed for the reasons indicated. Unrecoverable.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that examines a key field for correct content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file

Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
File Operation: The record being updated was updated by another user while the first user’s request
was in process. The message occurs when the timestamp in the Transaction Interface Records
differs from that on the record
Fatal: Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Retry the transaction. If it fails again, contact the Help desk/application programming
staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function
Informatory: The record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines whether a value can be display on the
terminal screen
Informatory: The value cannot be display on the terminal screen
Response: None
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE

Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of a character entered in a name
field
Error: The name field has characters that do not conform to those that are expected, i.e. nonalphabetic.
Response: Enter a correct value in the name field
LAMH0269-INVALID FINANCIAL RESP
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that checks a value entered in the financial responsibility field.
Correct values are defined in the program.
Error: The financial responsibility field has an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a correct value in the financial responsibility field
LAMH0306-INVALID MARITAL STAT
Edit: Valid values for a client’s marital status code are defined in the program
Error: The Marital Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Marital status code
LAMH0307-NEW/CORR FLAG REQUIRED
Edit: Valid values for the New/Correction code are defined in the program
Error: The New/Correction Flag field contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid New/Correction Flag
LAMH0308-INVALID LEGAL STAT
Edit: Valid values for the Legal Status code are defined in the program
Error: The Legal Status field contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status code
LAMH0309-INVALID EMPLOYMENT STAT
Edit: Valid values for a client’s employment status are defined in the program
Error: The Employment Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Employment status code
LAMH0311-INVALID REPT UNIT
Edit: Valid values for the Reporting Unit field are four digits followed by either a letter or a number
Error: The Reporting Unit field did not follow convention
Response: Enter a valid Reporting Unit
LAMH0312-INVALID INTENT OF SERVICE
Edit: Valid values for the Intent of Service code are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The Intent of Service code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service code
LAMH0314-INVALID PRIMARY PROBLEM CODE
Edit: Valid values for Primary Problem code are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The Primary Problem code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem code

LAMH0315-INVALID GAS CODE
Edit: Valid values for GAS code are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The GAS code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0338-LIV ARRANG FIELD INVALID
Edit: Valid values for the Living Arrangement code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Living Arrangement code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement code
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; the Client record must exist and
not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched off.
Fatal: The user is attempting to access a client who is in delete status
Response: None
LAMH0390-INVALID AA CODE
Edit: Valid values for AA code are defined in the program
Error: The AA code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid AA code
LAMH2010 - INVALID FUNCTION CODE
Edit: Valid values for the EPI3 function code are defined in the program
Error: The EPI3 function code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid EPI3 function code
LAMH2011 - CLOSED EPI3 - CANNOT CHANGE
Business Rule: An Episode Activity which has been closed, i.e. the to date field is not zeroes,
cannot be changed.
Error: An attempt was made to change an Episode Activity but the record had already been closed
Response: None
LAMH2012 - OVERLAPPING EPI3 RECORDS
Edit: The beginning date of a new Episode Activity must be after the end date of an existing one and
the existing one must have an end date greater than zeroes
Error: The beginning episode activity date of a new records overlaps the current one
Response: Enter a valid beginning episode activity date
LAMH2013 - FROM DATE CANNOT BE ZERO
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that determines the validity of a beginning activity date input by the
operator
Error: The beginning episode activity date is zeroes
Response: Enter a valid beginning episode activity date
LAMH2014 - FROM DATE < EPISODE ADMIT
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the date that
the client was admitted to treatment
Error: The date input is prior to the admit date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH2015 - TO DATE NOT < EPIS DISCH DT

Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the date that
the client was discharged from treatment
Error: The date input is prior to the discharge date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH2016 - TO DATE < ADMIT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the date that
the client was admitted for treatment
Error: The date input is prior to the admit date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH2017 - INVALID WARD
Edit: The ward field must consist of alphabetic and numeric characters
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH2018 - INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Edit: Valid Activity Code values are defined in the Control Table
Error: The Activity code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid activity code
LAMH2019RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine on the EPI3 file
Error/Fatal: A Episode Activity record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2020-INVALID READ ON EPI3 UPDT
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file READ UPDATE routine on the EPI3 file
Error/Fatal: The READ UPDATE command on the EPI3 file failed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2021-BAD RC ON ENDBR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file ENDBR routine on the EPI3 file
Error/Fatal: The ENDBR command on the EPI3 file failed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2022-BAD READ ON EPI3 RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file READ routine on the EPI3 file
Error/Fatal: The READ command on the EPI3 file failed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2023-NO CHANGES MADE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH2024-NOT AN INPATIENT EPISODE
Business Rule: An Episode cannot be registered at inpatient if the Reporting Unit is not defined as
inpatient
Error/Fatal: The Episode was input as inpatient but the RU is not defined as inpatient
Response: Ensure that the Reporting Unit is inpatient

LAMH2025-ERROR ON EPISODE UPDATE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file REWRITE routine on the EPISODE file
Error/Fatal: The REWRITE command on the EPISODE file failed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2026-INVALID ACTION
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print), ‘RES’ (Restore)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH2027-FROM DATE > TO DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a beginning date input by the operator to an
end date
Error: The from date is after the end date and is invalid
Response: Enter the from date correctly
LAMH2028-CLIENT RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine on the CLIENT file
Error/Fatal: The CLIENT record could not be found on the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2029-INVALID FROM DATE
Edit: Issued in an editing routine that determines the value of an entry in the from date field
Error: The from date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12
or the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH2030-CLOSED EPIS-CANT HAVE OPEN EPI3
Business Rule: An Episode, which has been closed, cannot have associated open Episode Activity
records.
Error/Fatal: The CLIENT record could not be found on the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH2031 - ACT CODE OR WARD NOT CHANGED
Business Rule/Edit: In an Episode Activity add operation either the activity code or ward must differ
from the previous Episode Activity
Error: A new Episode Activity entered but neither the activity code nor the ward changed from the
previous one
Response: Change the activity code and/or the ward

LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened

Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a Read TIR operation
Fatal: The attempt to access a program resource failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found

Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field

LAMH0201-DTL LINE # OUT OF RANGE
Edit: The line number referring to a retrieved client record must exist on the page display
Error: The line number referring to a retrieved client record doesn’t exist on the page display
Response: Enter a valid line value
LAMH0380-CLIENT HAS NO EPISODE
File Operation: There are no episodes on the Master file corresponding to the client
Informatory: The request to view a client’s episodes failed because the client has none
Response: None
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
File Operation: The Client Record being viewed shows X’FF’ in the delete flag
Informatory: The Client Record being viewed was deleted
Response: None
LAMH0382-NO EPI ONLINE SEE HISTORY FICHE
File Operation: The Client’s Episodes have been removed from the on-line system and written to the
history archive file
Informatory: There are no on-line Episode records for the Client
Response: None
LAMH0383-CLIENT REC DOES NOT EXIST
File Operation: The key of the Client Record requested does not exist
Informatory: The Client Record requested does not exist
Response: None

LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file

Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012- DUPLICATE RECORD KEY - RE-ENTER
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write operation for the Unit of Service Index file
Error/Fatal: The key of the Unit of Service Index record being written already exists. This occurs
only when two users are updating the same record simultaneously, a very unlikely coincidence.
Response: The user should exit and re-enter the Unit of Service screen and repeating the operation.
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a Read TIR operation
Fatal: The attempt to access the Transaction Interface Record failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation

Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, UofS ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The Unit of Service record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0035-RECORD PREVIOUSLY DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation, UofS NXT function
Informatory: The program is attempting to retrieve a Unit of Service record that was previously
deleted by a user, i.e. Delete flag = X’FF’.
Response: None
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, UofS DEL function
Informatory: The Unit of Service record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet or a number but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic or numeric value in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Unused
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0271-VALUE IS NOT ‘Y’ OR ‘N’
LAMH0288-VALUE SHOULD BE EITHER Y/N
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0295-CLIENT HAS XREF ID

File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation
Informatory: The client is also on the file under a different Client key; the XREF ID alerts the user to
this
Response: Ensure that the record being examined is the most current one for the client
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; before the Units of Service can
be processed the Client record must exist and not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched
on.
Fatal: The user is attempting to retrieve Units of Service for a client who has been placed in delete
status
Response: None
LAMH0382-EPISODE RECORD DELETED
Business Rule: An Episode record not in delete status must exist in order to access the Units of
Service associated with it
Error: The Episode record being retrieved has been market for deletion and the associated UofS
cannot be accessed
Response: None
LAMH0400-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Business Rule: The activity code must be listed in the Control File
Error: The activity code was not found in the Control File
Response: Ensure that the Activity Code is listed in the file
LAMH0401-INVALID LOCATION CODE
Business Rule: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the
operator in the location code field
Error: The value entered is different from that which is expected in the field
Response: Change the entry to a valid value
LAMH0402-UNIT OF SERVICE NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the UofS Index file
Fatal: The key of the UofS Index file could not be found
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a new Unit of Service the user must first specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0404-UNAUTHORIZED ACT CODE IN RU
Business Rule: An activity code must not only be valid but also one that the Provider/Reporting Unit
is authorized to perform
Error: The activity code entered was valid but not for the provider specified in the record key
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0405-ACT DATE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated date of service/activity date
Error: The activity date was not input
Response: Enter the activity date

LAMH0406-AT LEAST ONE STAFF REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have at least one staff member of the reporting unit
listed
Error: No staff member was input
Response: Enter at least one staff member
LAMH0407-ACT CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated activity code
Error: The activity code was not input
Response: Enter the activity code
LAMH0408-SERVICE TIME REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have the time that the staff member of the reporting
unit spent with the client
Error: The staff time was not input
Response: Enter the staff time of the staff member
LAMH0409-SERVICE LOCATION REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have been performed at a location, the code for
which must be entered
Error: The location code was not input
Response: Enter the location code where the service was performed
LAMH0411- ACT DATE < ADMIT DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot precede the date that the client was
originally admitted for treatment
Error: The activity date preceded the admit date
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0412- ACT DATE > DISCHARGE DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot occur after the date that the client is
discharged from treatment
Error: The activity date occurs after the discharge date
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0413-NO SHOW/CANCEL CANT BE BOTH Y
Edit/Business Rule: A client may not show for a service or may cancel but cannot do both
Error: Both the ‘No Show’ and ‘Cancel’ flags are set to ‘Y’
Response: Change either one of the aforementioned fields to ‘N’
LAMH0415-ACT DATE OUTSIDE STAFF EMP DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be outside of the range of employment
dates of any staff member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs outside the range of the employment dates of the staff member(s)
rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0416-INVALID LAST UOFS DELETION

LAMH0417-EP DISC, LAST ACT DT CHG INVALID

Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity date must be between the Episode admit and discharge
dates
Error: The activity date occurs outside the range of the Episode admit and discharge dates
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0418-ACT DATE > TERMINATION DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be after the termination date of any staff
member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs after the termination date of the staff member(s) rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0419-INVALID ADD, EPIS IS INPATIENT
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service cannot be recorded for an inpatient episode
Error: An attempt was made to register a new Unit of Service but the episode to which it applied was
defined as inpatient
Response: Terminate the entry
LAMH0421-STAFF CODE DUPLICATE
Edit/Business Rule: For a single Unit of Service a staff member rendering the service must be listed
only once
Error: A staff member rendering a service for a client is listed on more than one line of the Unit of
Service screen
Response: Enter the codes of the staff members correctly
LAMH0422-SERV TIME NOT REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: For a No Show or a Cancel it is not required that staff time be entered
Error: Staff time was entered for a ‘No Show’ or ‘Cancel’
Response: Remove staff time from the Unit of Service
LAMH0423-MEDI CAL FLAG REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service must indicate whether or not Medi-Cal is to be billed
Error: The Medi-Cal flag was not set
Response: Enter a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ in the Medi-Cal Bill Flag field
LAMH0425-ACT DATE > DEATH DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be performed after a client has deceased
Error: The activity date occurs after the date of the client’s death
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0426-ACT DATE > RU INACTIVE DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be performed after a Reporting Unit has
ceased to be active
Error: The activity date occurs after the date that the Reporting Unit became inactive
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0427-ACT DATE < RU ACTIVE DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be performed before a Reporting Unit has
become active
Error: The activity date occurs before the date that the Reporting Unit became active
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0428-ACT CODE NOT CLIENT RELATED

Edit/Business Rule: The activity code must be valid for the particular client being served
Error: The activity code is invalid for this particular client
Response: Correct the activity code
LAMH0429-REPORT CUT OFF DATE HAS PASSED
Edit/Business Rule: RGMS sets this date to preclude entry of claims until the billing cycle has run
Error: The cut-off date has passed
Response: Enter a late code
LAMH0430-LAST UOFS RECORD FOR EPISODE
File Operation: The Unit of Service records for an Episode are read in order from most current to
oldest
Informatory: The program has found and is showing the oldest Unit of Service record for the
Episode
Response: Hit enter to cycle once again through the Units of Service from newest to oldest
LAMH0431-UOFS RECORD UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, UofS CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The Unit of Service record was successfully updated to the file
Response: None
LAMH0432-INVALID AGE FOR AB3632/SEP
Business Rule: A client being treated under an AB3632 or Sep activity code must be aged 3-22
inclusive
Error: The activity code is invalid for this particular client due to an age restriction
Response: Correct the activity code
LAMH0433-ACT CODE IS FOR COMM SCREEN
Business Rule: The Activity Code pertains to a Community Outreach Service
Error: The activity code is invalid for the Unit of Service Screen as it pertains to a Community
Outreach Service
Response: Correct the activity code
LAMH0435-CLIENTS THIS SESSION REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: The number of clients served in the Service is required
Error: The number of clients served in the Service was not entered
Response: Enter the number of clients served in the Service
LAMH0436-LATE CODE REQUIRED
Business Rule: A service being billed to Medi-Cal must be submitted within one month of the
service date unless a late code is assigned
Error: The activity date is more than one month old and no late code was assigned
Response: Assign a valid late code to the Unit of Service
LAMH0437-VALID LATE CODES ARE A THRU D
Edit/Business Rule: Valid late codes are ‘A’ thru ‘D’
Error: The late code specified was not a valid value
Response: Enter ‘A’ ,‘B’,’C’ or ‘D’ in the Late Code field
LAMH0438-UTIL REVIEW DATA REQUIRED
Unused (disabled application)

LAMH0439-UTIL REVIEW REC NOT FOUND:
Unused (disabled application)
LAMH0442-INCIDENT TO CODE REQUIRED
Edit/Business Rule: If a clinic meets “Incident to” criteria for billing, this field should be entered
Error: The incident to code was not entered even though the criteria for inclusion exist
Response: Enter the incident-to code
LAMH0445-FMI=ACTCODE.VERIFY AND REENTER:
Edit/Business Rule: Fifteen Minute Increment Service – must be verified against the Activity Code
Informatory: Verify the Activity Code to ensure that it is a FMI type
Response: Verify and re-enter
LAMH0446-FMI APPEARS LARGE. VERIFY:
Edit/Business Rule: Fifteen Minute Increment (FMI) amounts are compared to Service Time
maximum and if the activity code isn’t consistent with the service time this message is generated
Informatory: The Service time for a FMI Service was near the maximum
Response: Enter the Service time correctly
LAMH0447-FMI VALUE CAN ONLY BE 1 OR 2
Edit/Business Rule: For mode code ‘15’ and Service Function Codes of ‘61’ – ‘69’ maximum
Fifteen Minute Increment (FMI) service time is 1 or 2.
Informatory: The Service time for a FMI Service was near the maximum
Response: Enter the Service time correctly
LAMH0449 VALID HOURS RANGE 00-24
Edit: The range of values entered for the staff hours field must be 0 – 24 inclusive, with a default of 0
Error: The content of the staff hours field exceeds 23
Response: Correct the staff hours field
LAMH0450 VALID MINUTES RANGE 00-59
Edit: The range of values entered for the staff minutes field must be 0 – 59 inclusive, with a default of
0
Error: The content of the staff minutes field exceeds 59
Response: Correct the staff minutes field
LAMH0451 ENTERED 24 HRS MIN MUST = 0
Edit: If the staff hours field is 24 the staff minutes field must be 0
Error: The content of the staff minutes field exceeds 0 even though the staff hours field is 24
Response: Correct the staff minutes field
LAMH0453 NO TIME ENTRY BEFORE 070193
Edit: If the Service is performed prior to July 1, 1993 then no hours can be entered
Error: The date of service was prior to July 1, 1993 but hours were entered
Response: Erase the time entered field
LAMH0454 NO STAFF CODE NO HOURS ALLOWED
Edit: Staff time cannot be entered unless there is a corresponding staff code
Error: Staff time was entered without a corresponding staff code
Response: Enter the staff code
LAMH0455 STAFF CODE MUST HAVE TIME

Edit: A Staff code cannot be entered unless there is corresponding staff time
Error: A Staff code was entered without corresponding staff time
Response: Enter the staff time
LAMH0456 NO SHOW OR CANCEL NO TIME REQ
Edit: Staff time cannot be entered if the service was not performed due to a ‘No Show’ or “Cancel’
Error: Staff time was entered even though either the ‘No Show’ or ‘Cancel’ flag was set to ‘Y’
Response: Either remove the staff time entry or reset the ‘No Show’ or ‘Cancel’ flag
LAMH0457 TOTAL TIME IS CALCULATED
Edit: The application has calculated the total amount of time for the Unit of Service based on the
entries made in the staff and time fields on the screen
Informatory: The application has calculated the total amount of time for the Unit of Service based on
the entries made in the staff and time fields on the screen
Response: None
LAMH0458 TOTAL TIME MUST BE ENTERED
Business Rule: Where the Service Function Code > ‘19’ and < ‘50’ the total time must be entered
Error: For the claim in question the total time must be entered
Response: Enter the total time
LAMH0459 TIME > THAN 23 HRS 59 MINS
Edit: The value entered for the total time for a service date must not exceed the total time in a day
Error: The content of the total time field exceeds the total time in a day
Response: Correct the total time field
LAMH0460 NO CODE ALLOWED MEDI-CAL DUP
LAMH0461 ONLY Y, SPACE IN MEDI-CAL DUP
Edit: The value entered for the Medi-Cal Dup field must be ‘Y’ or blank
Error: The Medi-Cal dup field contained other than a ‘Y’ or a blank
Response: Correct the Medi-Cal dup field
LAMH0462 TIME MUST BE > 01 HRS 59 MIN
Business Rule: Where the Medi-Cal bill flag is ‘Y’ and the Service Function Code < 30 the minimum
total amount of time billed must be 2 hours
Error: For the claim in question the total time billed was less than 2 hours
Response: Ensure that the total time exceeds 2 hours
LAMH0463 NO TOTAL TIME CAN BE ENTERED
Business Rule: For certain Function Codes, total time cannot be entered
Error: For the SFC in question total time cannot be entered
Response: Change the total time field to blanks
LAMH0464 NO SERVICE TIME CAN BE ENTERED:
Business Rule: When the Activity Date < July 1, 1994 the total number of billed hours cannot
exceed 23
Error: Time was billed for the above service
Response: Correct the service time field
LAMH0465 ACT CODE NOT VALID FOR ACTDATE
Business Rule: The Activity Code must be valid on the Activity Date

Error: The Activity Code is not valid on the Activity Date
Response: Check both the Activity Code and Activity Date
LAMH0466 TIME CANNOT BE > 24 HRS 00 MIN
Business Rule: When the Activity Date >= July 1, 1994 and the Medi-Cal Bill Flag = ‘Y’ and the
Service Function is Crisis Stabilization the total number of billed hours cannot exceed 23
Error: Hours billed for the above service exceeded 23
Response: Correct the hours billed field
LAMH0467 INVALID ACTIVITY CODE FOR DATE
Business Rule: The Activity Code must be valid on the Activity Date
Error: The Activity Code is not valid on the Activity Date
Response: Check both the Activity Code and Activity Date
LAMH0468 MAX HOURS ALLOWED PER DAY IS 8
Business Rule: For day care vocational /socialization services the maximum claimable units on any
UofS is 480 (8 hours)
Error: The claimable units on the UofS exceeds 480 (8 hours)
Response: Adjust the claimable units
LAMH0499 ACTIVITY DATE > CURRENT DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be a future date
Error: The activity date is in the future
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0500 INVALID CHG, SUBMITTED CLAIM
Edit/Business Rule: A claim, once submitted to MediCare, cannot be changed
Error: The claim was already to MediCare and cannot be changed by the user
Response: None
LAMH0601-SECURITY ERROR, OUTSIDE REGION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for an action performed by
a user at a Reporting Unit
Fatal: The user/Reporting Unit lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user
LAMH0996-INV AMT 2 DECIMAL PLACES NEEDED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the validity of an amount entered by the
operator
Error: The input value has more than two numbers to the right of the decimal point
Response: Correct the amount entered in the input field
LAMH0997-AMOUNT FIELD NOT NUMERIC
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the validity of an amount entered by the
operator
Error: The input value is not numeric
Response: Correct the amount entered in the input field
LAMH2005 - SENSITIVE SERVICE INELIGIBLE
Business Rule: Certain services cannot be billed to Medi-Cal due to confidentiality issues

Error: The service is question is being billed to Medi-Cal but cannot be because it is a sensitive
service
Response: Change the Medi-Cal bill flag to ‘N’
LAMH2006 - CANNOT BILL SS MEDI-CAL
Business Rule: Certain services cannot be billed to Medi-Cal due to the age of the recipient on the
date of service
Error: The recipient was aged 12-20 on the date of service
Response: Change the Medi-Cal bill flag to ‘N’
LAMH4070-MCAL (N) NO XOVR FLG ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the Medi-Cal Bill Flag is set to ‘N’, no crossover flag entry is allowed in an
ADD action
Error: The crossover flag field has been input even though the Medi-Cal Bill Flag is set to ‘N’
Response: Either set the Medi-Cal Bill Flag to ‘Y’ or erase the crossover flag
LAMH4071-MCAL (N) XOVR FLG > SPACE
Business Rule: When the Medi-Cal Bill Flag is set to ‘N’, no crossover flag entry is allowed in a
CHG action
Error: The crossover flag field has been input even though the Medi-Cal Bill Flag is set to ‘N’
Response: Either set the Medi-Cal Bill Flag to ‘Y’ or erase the crossover flag
LAMH4072-MEDICARE (N) NO AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When a value is input into the Medi-Care Amount Field the Medi-Care Bill Flag
cannot be set to ‘N’
Error: The crossover flag field has been input even though the Medi-Cal Bill Flag is set to ‘N’
Response: Either set the Medi-Cal Bill Flag to ‘Y’ or erase the crossover flag
LAMH4073-XOVR (E) NO AMOUNT(S) ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘E’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare Crossover DMH directlyoperated) no entry is allowed in the Medi-Care amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Medi-Care Amount field even though the crossover flag
field has been set to ‘E’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Medi-Care amount field
LAMH4074-XOVR (P) NO MEDICARE AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘P’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare and other insurance DMH
directly-operated) no entry is allowed in the Medi-Care amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Medi-Care Amount field even though the crossover flag
field has been set to ‘P’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Medi-Care amount field
LAMH4075-XOVR (P) NO INS AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘P’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare and other insurance DMH
directly-operated) no entry is allowed in the Other Insurance amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Other Insurance Amount field even though the crossover
flag field has been set to ‘P’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Other Insurance amount field
LAMH4076-XOVR (H) NO MEDICARE AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘H’ (Non-certified Medicare clinic) no entry is
allowed in the Medi-Care amount field

Error: An amount has been entered in the Medi-Care Amount field even though the crossover flag
field has been set to ‘H’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Medi-Care amount field
LAMH4077-XOVR (H) NO INS AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘H’ (Non-certified Medicare clinic) no entry is
allowed in the Other Insurance amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Other Insurance Amount field even though the crossover
flag field has been set to ‘H’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Other Insurance amount field
LAMH4078-XOVR (N) NO MEDICARE AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘N’ (Non-Medicare service) no entry is allowed in
the Medi-Care amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Medi-Care Amount field even though the crossover flag
field has been set to ‘N’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Medi-Care amount field
LAMH4079-XOVR (N) NO INS AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘N’ (Non-Medicare service) no entry is allowed in
the Other Insurance amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Other Insurance Amount field even though the crossover
flag field has been set to ‘N’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Other Insurance amount field
LAMH4080-WHEN XOVR (P) NO CHGS MCARE AMT
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘P’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare and other insurance DMH
directly-operated) no change is allowed in the Medi-Care amount field during a CHG action
Error: An amount has been changed in the Medi-Care Amount field even though the crossover flag
field is set to ‘P’
Response: Either change the value in the Crossover flag field or leave unchanged the amount in the
Medi-Care amount field
LAMH4081-XOVR > SPACE MCARE NOT Y OR N
Business Rule: When the crossover flag has a value the Medi-Care Bill Flag must be set to ‘Y’ or ‘N’
Error: The crossover flag field has a value but the Medi-Care Bill Flag is either blank or set to a value
other than ‘Y’ or ‘N’
Response: Either remove the value in the Crossover flag field or enter a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ in the Medi-Care
Bill Flag field
LAMH4082-XOVR (E) NO OTHR INS AMT ALLOWED
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘E’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare Crossover DMH directlyoperated) no entry is allowed in the Other Insurance amount field
Error: An amount has been entered in the Other Insurance Amount field even though the crossover
flag field has been set to ‘E’
Response: Do not enter an amount in the Other Insurance amount field
LAMH4083-XOVR (P) DO NOT CHG MCARE AMT
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘P’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare and other insurance DMH
directly-operated) the Medi-Care amount cannot be changed
Error: The Medi-Care amount was changed even though the crossover flag was set to ‘P’
Response: Do not change the Medi-Care amount

LAMH4084-XOVR (E) CANNOT BE CHANGED:
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘E’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare Crossover DMH directlyoperated) neither a MediCare Amount nor a Other Insurance Amount can be changed
Error: Either the Medi-Care amount or other insurance amount was changed even though the
crossover flag was set to ‘E’
Response: Delete the amounts entered
LAMH4085-XOVR (E) NO AMTS ALLOWED ON
Business Rule: When the crossover flag is set to ‘E’ (Medi-Cal/Medicare Crossover DMH directlyoperated) neither a MediCare Amount nor a Other Insurance Amount can be entered
Error: Either the Medi-Care amount or other insurance amount was entered even though the
crossover flag was set to ‘E’
Response: Delete the amounts entered
LAMH4090-STAFF CODE/REPT UNIT UNMATCHED
Business Rule: The staff member must be employed at the Reporting Unit where the Unit of Service
is performed
Error: The staff member was not affiliated with the Reporting Unit where the Unit of Service is
performed
Response: Check the staff code to make certain that it was entered correctly; if necessary, add the
staff member to MHMIS
LAMH4091-STAFF CODE REPT UNIT EXPIRED
Business Rule: The Reporting Unit where the staff member is employed must be in active status
Error: The Reporting Unit affiliated with the staff code entered was in inactive status
Response: Verify the inactive status of the Reporting Unit
LAMH4092-CLNTS REPRESENTED IS REQUIRED
Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must include the number of clients seen by the staff
member(s)
Error: The Unit of Service lacks the number of clients seen by the staff member(s)
Response: Enter the number of clients seen by the staff member(s)
LAMH4093-MCARE REBILL FLAG IS D OR R
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the MediCare re-bill flag are ‘D’ and ‘R’
Error: The value of MediCare re-bill flag is invalid
Response: Correct the MediCare re-bill flag
LAMH4094-REBILL FLAG IS NOT ALLOWED
Business Rule: If the MediCare bill flag is ‘N’ the re-bill flag cannot be set to ‘Y’
Error: The MediCare bill flag was ‘N’ but the re-bill flag was set to ‘Y’
Response: Check the staff code to make certain that it was entered correctly; if necessary, add the
staff member to MHMIS
LAMH9113 - INVALID MEDICARE SERVICE LOC
Business Rule: If the MediCare bill flag is ‘Y’ there are specific locations where the service can be
performed
Error: The MediCare bill flag was set to ‘Y’ but the Service Location was invalid
Response: Check the service location to ensure that a MediCare claim can be billed from it
LAMH0929-SERVICE TIME EXECEEDS 24 HOURS

Edit: Service time cannot exceed 24 hours in any day
Error: The service time entered is greater than the total number of hours in a day
Response: Correct the service time field

LAMH0998 DUP COMM UOFS, ENTER TO CONFIRM
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation - A record with the specified key is already in
the Master file
Informatory: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record
contains an alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key
and the alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
COMM INDX SEQ REACHED THE MAX VALUE=999
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read operation for the Community Service Index file. The
maximum value of the index sequence number for a specific key is 999; any value higher than that
creates an overflow condition
Error/Fatal: The sequence number of the key of the Community Service Index record has reached
the maximum value of 999.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
INVALID ACT CODE AFTER 06/30/2001
Edit/Business Rule: The validity of certain activity codes may be date specific. The activity code
entered is invalid if the Service date is after 6/30/2001
Error: The activity code is invalid because the Service date is after 6/30/2001
Response: Check the activity code to see that it is both entered correctly and not superseded.

LAMH0001-INVALID ACTION-CODE
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print), ‘RES’ (Restore)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a Read TIR operation
Fatal: The attempt to access the Transaction Interface Record failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0039-RECORD NOT ADDED

File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is unsuccessful
Informatory: The user attempted to add the record to the file but the attempt was unsuccessful
Response: None

LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction

LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a Read TIR operation
Fatal: The attempt to access the Transaction Interface Record failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019DUPLICATE RECORD
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0031-COMMON AREA EMPTY

Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is a standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0099 - RECORD(S) UPDATED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011RECORD NOT FOUND
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff

LAMH0000- FIRST RECORD
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: The first records in a sequence is displayed
Response: None
LAMH0001-INVALID ACTION CODE
Generic
File Operation: Valid action codes are ‘NXT’ (Next), ‘ADD’, ‘CHG’ (Change), ‘DEL’ (Delete), “PRT’
(Print), ‘RES’ (Reset)
Error: The action code entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the action code to one of the accepted values
LAMH0002-INVALID SCREEN TYPE
Generic
File Operation: Valid screen types are defined within the MHMIS application

Error: The screen type entered was other than a valid one
Response: Correct the screen type to one recognized by the MHMIS application
LAMH0003-ALPHABETIC ONLY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all alphabetic characters but non-alphabetic characters were found
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field
LAMH0004-NUMERIC ONLY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0005-INVALID DATE
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0006-DATE > CURRENT DATE
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the current
date
Error: The date input is after the current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0007-ALPHA NUMERIC ONLY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet or a number but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic or numeric value in the input field
LAMH0008-INVALID CODE
Unused
LAMH0009-INVALID RECORD KEY
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that examines a key field for correct form and content
Error: The content of the key field input is invalid
Response: Enter the key field correctly
LAMH0010FILE CLOSED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file open routine
Fatal: A file needed in the program could not be opened
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0011Generic

RECORD NOT FOUND

File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine
Error/Fatal: A record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Depending upon the file origin of the record that was missing it may be necessary to add
it on a different screen or, if it is a system type record, to contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0012-REC ALREADY UPDATED
Generic
File Operation: The record being updated was updated by another user while the first user’s request
was in process. The message occurs when the timestamp in the Transaction Interface Records
differs from that on the record
Fatal: Generally unrecoverable.
Response: Retry the transaction. If it fails again, contact the Help desk/application programming
staff
LAMH0013I/O ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM I/O operation
Fatal: An input/output operation of some kind failed.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0014NO SPACE ON FILE
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM output operation
Fatal: There is not enough space allocated to the data set to contain the record
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0015-SECURITY VIOLATION
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0016-PLS HIT ENTER TO CONT
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued after data in a series is displayed or a process is started
Informatory: Hitting enter displays the rest of the data in the series or continues the process
Response: None
LAMH0017-INTERNAL ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0018-INQUIRY ONLY
Generic
File Operation: Issued in an internal operation
Fatal: The attempt to perform some CICS operation failed for an unspecified reason
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0019-

DUPLICATE RECORD

Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM write file operation
Fatal: A record with the specified key is already in the file. Can also occur if the record contains an
alternate key value that already exists, the alternate index does not allow duplicate key and the
alternate index is a part of the file’s upgrade set or access is via the path.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0020-REQUIRED FIELD MISSING
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if a required field on the screen has been
entered
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0021-NO FIELDS HAVE BEEN CHANGED
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: Enter something
LAMH0022LENGTH ERROR
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file I/O operation
Fatal: The length specified in the LENGTH option exceeds the maximum record length allowed for
the file
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0023-PRESS CLEAR TO SIGN OFF THE MIS
Generic
Internal Process: MHMIS has designed the Clear key as the means of exiting the application
Informatory: Pressing the Clear key will cause the user to exit the MHMIS application
Response: None
LAMH0031-COMMAREA EMPTY
Generic
Internal Process: Issued at program invocation
Fatal: The called program expected parameters from a calling program in its Communication Area
but none were passed. Checking the Commarea is standard programming protocol; the error rarely
occurs in a Production environment.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0032-RECORD ADDED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Write operation, ADD function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully added to the file
Response: None
LAMH0033-PRINT NOT AVAILABLE
Generic
Edit: The ‘PRT’ function is not available on the screen
Informatory: The screen can not be printed

Response: None
LAMH0035-RECORD PREVIOUSLY DELETED
Generic
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Read operation, NXT function
Informatory: The program is attempting to retrieve a record that was previously deleted by a user,
i.e. Delete flag = X’FF’.
Response: None
LAMH0036-RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file operation, DEL function
Informatory: The record was successfully deleted from the file
Response: None
LAMH0037-RECORD CHANGE SUCCESSFUL
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file Rewrite operation, CHG function, when it is successful
Informatory: The record was successfully changed on the file
Response: None
LAMH0039-RECORD NOT ADDED
Unused
LAMH0040-CODE ENTERED PREVIOUSLY
Unused
LAMH0041-CHG DEL PRT MUST COME FROM NXT
Generic
Business Rule: Issued in a CHanGe, DELete or PRinT operation
Error: Before CHanGing. DELeting or PRinTing the user must bring up the transaction using a NXT
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0042-PRINT ACTION UNSUCCESSFUL
Program: HMHP020S, HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued subsequent to a call to ‘HMHP094S’ it indicates that an attempt to print the
screen was unsuccessful
Informatory: The screen could not be printed
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0043-PROGRAM NOT FOUND
Generic
Internal Process: Issued in an attempted CICS program call
Fatal: CICS was attempting to invoke a transaction but the associated program could not be found in
the Processing Program Table (PPT)
Response: Contact the application programming staff
LAMH0080-CONTAINS NON ALPHA CHARACTER
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a letter of the alphabet but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an alphabetic value in the input field

LAMH0081-FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers but non-numeric characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric value in the input field
LAMH0082-CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field contains an invalid value
Response: Enter a character defined as a valid value in the input field
LAMH0083-CONTAINS NON PRINT CHARACTER
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of a field that will be printed
Error: The field contains characters that cannot be printed
Response: Determine why the field cannot be printed
LAMH0084-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR + - . ,
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or arithmetic signs but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or sign value in the input field
LAMH0085-FIELD NOT NUMERIC OR SPACES
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires all numbers or spaces but other characters were found
Response: Enter a numeric or spaces in the input field
LAMH0086-SECURITY-VIOLATION
Generic
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0087-REQUIRED-FLD IS MISSING
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the existence of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires an entry
Response: Enter a valid value in the input field
LAMH0088-SCREEN HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines if any fields on the screen have been
modified
Informatory: The operator made no entries on the screen before pressing the enter key
Response: None
LAMH0089-INVALID DATE
Generic

Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has values that do not conform to those that are expected, e.g. month > 12 or
the combination of month and day is invalid
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0090-INVALID NAME
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the validity of an entry in a name field
Error: The input field requires a member of a character set defined in the program but other
characters were found
Response: Enter a correct value in the affected name field
LAMH0100-INVALID STAFF CODE
Program: HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation when a record with the specified key could not
be found in the Staff file
Error/Fatal: A record with the specified key was not in the file.
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0101-UNAUTHORIZED REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit using the MHMIS application must be authorized to do so
Error: The Reporting Unit was not authorized to use MHMIS
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Reporting Unit is authorized
LAMH0102-UNAUTHORIZED PASSWORD
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0103-EMPLOYEE TERMINATED
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The operator of the MHMIS application (sign-on staff member) must be in
active employment status
Error: The operator/staff member was terminated
Response: Ensure that the operator/staff member is in active status
LAMH0104-INVALID PASSWORD
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0105-UNAUTHORIZED TERMINAL
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application must do so on an authorized
terminal
Error: The Staff Member was not authorized to use MHMIS on this terminal
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Staff Member is authorized to use the terminal
LAMH0106-STAFF RECORD NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0107-STAFF CODE REQUIRED

Program: HMHP000S
Edit: The Staff code is a required field on the sign-on screen
Error: The Staff code was not entered on the sign-on screen
Response: Enter the staff code on the sign-on screen
LAMH0108-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP000S
Edit/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application be associated with an
authorized Reporting Unit
Error: The Staff Member was not associated with an authorized reporting unit
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the Staff Member is associated with an authorized
reporting unit
LAMH0109-PASSWORD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP000S
Unused
LAMH0200-BIRTHDATE OR EST AGE REQ
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: The client’s birth date or estimated age is required for the name search
Error: The client’s birth date or estimated age was not entered
Response: Enter the client’s birth date or estimated age
LAMH0201-DTL LINE # OUT OF RANGE
Generic
Edit: The line number referring to a retrieved client record must exist on the page display
Error: The line number referring to a retrieved client record doesn’t exist on the page display
Response: Enter a valid line value
LAMH0202-NO LIKE CLIENTS
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program could not find any clients to display based on the criteria furnished the
search routine
Response: Enter different search criteria or try another client
LAMH0203- HISTORY RECORD
Unused
LAMH0204- INVALID SSN
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Invalid values for the Social Security Number are defined in the Codes Manual and in the
program
Error: The Social Security Number field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0205- LAST SET OF LIKE CLIENTS
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program has displayed the last remaining clients that the search routine has
retrieved
Response: Hit enter to see the list again
LAMH0206- ONLY SET OF LIKE CLIENTS

Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program has displayed the only clients that meet the search routine’s criteria
Response: None
LAMH0207-MORE LIKE CLNTS FOLLOW THIS SET
Program: HMHP015S
Informatory: The program has displayed the some of the clients that the search routine has
retrieved
Response: Hit enter to see more clients
LAMH0250-INVALID SEX CODE
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Sex code search field are ‘M’ and ‘F’
Error: The Sex Code search field contained a value other than ‘M’ or ‘F’
Response: Enter a valid sex code
LAMH0251-INVALID ETHNIC CODE
Program: HMHP015S, HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Ethnicity code search field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Ethnicity Code search field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid ethnicity code
LAMH0252-INVALID LANGUAGE CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Client’s Primary Language code field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Language Code field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid language code
LAMH0253-INVALID HANDICAP CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Client’s Handicap Indicator field are defined in the Manual
Error: The Handicap Indicator field contained an invalid value
Response: Enter a valid handicap indicator
LAMH0254-INVALID RELIGION CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0255-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the County Code of client residence are defined in the Manual
Error: The County Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid county code
LAMH0266-INVALID EDUC LVL CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Valid values for the client’s educational level are defined in the Manual
Error: The Education level contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid educational level
LAMH0267-INVALID REGION CODE
Program: HMHP020S

Unused
LAMH0268-INVALID REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0269-INVALID FINANCIAL RESP
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating Financial Responsibility Categories are displayed on the
Client Face Sheet and 24-hour Change in Status forms, in the program and listed in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility Categories Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Categories code
LAMH0270-CLOSE ALL OPEN EPISODES
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0271-VALUE IS NOT Y OR N
Generic
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’
LAMH0272-INVALID STATE CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s state of residence are defined in the Codes
Manual
Error: The State Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid State code
LAMH0273-INVALID SOURCE OF INCOME CODE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s source of income are defined in the Manual
Error: The Source of Income Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Source of Income code
LAMH0274-UMDAP DATE & REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: For Uniform Method of Ability to Pay entries a date a Reporting Unit are required
Error: The UMDAP date and Reporting Unit were not entered
Response: Enter the UMDAP date and Reporting Unit
LAMH0275-DEATH DATE LESS THAN BIRTHDATE
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: A client’s date of death must be after the birth date
Error: The death date input is after the birth date
Response: Correct the death date
LAMH0276- REPT UNIT DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP000S
File Operation/Business Rule: The Staff member using the MHMIS application be associated with
a Reporting Unit defined on the Provider file

Error: The reporting unit was not defined on the Provider file
Response: Contact the Help Desk to ensure that the reporting unit is defined on MHMIS
LAMH0277-NOT E,N,NO,NE,NW,S,SO,SE,SW,W
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the direction of the client’s street of residence are defined in the Manual
Error: The Street Direction contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Street Direction code
LAMH0278-PART OF MEDI-CAL DATA MISSING
Unused
LAMH0279-FAMILY EDUC > OR = CLIENT EDUC
Unused
LAMH0280-REQUIRE FINAN RESP
Unused
LAMH0281-FINAN RESP=OSD, ANNL LIAB NOT 0
Unused
LAMH0282-REQUIRE ANNL LIAB
Unused
LAMH0283-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: Last name is a required field
Error: The client’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s last name
LAMH0284-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: First name is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the client’s first name
LAMH0285-SEX REQUIRED
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: The sex code of the client is a required field on the Client Screen
Error: The client’s sex code was not input
Response: Enter the client’s sex code
LAMH0286-INVALID STREET TYPES
Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Valid values for the Street type are defined in the Codes Manual
Error: The Street type field contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid street type
LAMH0287-MUST BE FROM CLNT SRCH OR LIKE
Unused
LAMH0288-VALUE SHOULD BE EITHER Y/N/U

Program: HMHP020S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the operator
Error: The input field requires a ‘Y’, ‘N’, or ‘U’ but a different value was entered
Response: Enter an ‘Y’, ‘N’, ‘U’ in the input field
LAMH0289-ADDRESS HAS INVALID CHARACTER
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0290 - LAST SET OF LIKE-CLIENTS
Program: HMHP020S
Unused
LAMH0291 - XREF ID DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client must exist on the
Master file
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was not found on the Master file
Response: Ensure that the Client XREF ID is correctly entered
LAMH0292-EPIS/US INFO MOVED TO XREF-ID #
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # may
have been moved to the XREF-ID
Informatory: The Episodes/Units of Service associated with the Client MIS # have been moved to
the XREF-ID
Response: Look under the Client’s XREF-ID to find associated Episodes/Units of Service
LAMH0293-CLOSE EPIS BEFORE INACTIVATING
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: A client cannot be placed in inactive status (delete flag = ‘FF’) if there exist one
or more open Episodes
Error: The client’s status could not be changed to inactive because at least one open Episode existed
Response: Close all open episodes for the client before rendering him/her inactive
LAMH0294-CLIENT CURRENTLY HAS XREF-ID
Program: HMHP020S
File Operation/Business Rule: The entered cross reference ID for the Client has been assigned
already
Informatory: The entered cross reference ID for the Client was already assigned
Response: None
LAMH0295-CLIENT HAS XREF ID
Program: HMHP020S
Edit/Business Rule: If the same Client has more than one MIS number the numbers are related
through a Cross reference ID (XREF ID)
Informatory: The Client has more than one MIS number and a XREF number exists
Response: None
LAMH0300-CASE MGR EPIS INP IS OPENED
Unused

LAMH0301-CASE MGR EPIS EXISTS
Unused
LAMH0302-NO OPEN EPIS FOR CLIENT IN RU
Program: HMHP025S
File Operation: The routine is attempting to determine what types of episodes, if any, are open for
the client
Informatory: There are no open episodes for the client in the reporting unit
Response: None
LAMH0303-VERIFY PATIENT FILE #
Unused
LAMH0304-PATIENT FILE # REQUIRED
Unused
LAMH0305-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Unused
LAMH0306-INVALID MARITAL STAT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s marital status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Marital Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Marital status code
LAMH0307-NEW/CORR FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added or changed the new/corr flag
must be set to ‘N’ or ‘C’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added or changed but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
or ‘C’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’ or ‘C’
LAMH0308-INVALID LEGAL STAT
Program: HMHP025S,
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s Legal Status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status code
LAMH0309-INVALID EMPLOYMENT STAT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating a client’s employment status are defined in the Manual
Error: The Employment Status Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Employment status code
LAMH0310-INVALID REFER CODE
Unused
LAMH0311-INVALID REPT UNIT
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP027S, HMHP000S
Edit: Valid values for the a Reporting Unit are four digits plus a letter or a number
Error: The Reporting Unit contained an invalid value

Response: Enter valid values in the Reporting Unit field
LAMH0312-INVALID INTENT OF SERVICE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the intent of the service to be performed are defined in
the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0313-NO OPEN EPIS AFTER DEATH DATE
Business Rule: An episode cannot be opened if the Admit Date is after the client is deceased
Error: An attempt was made to open an episode but the Admit Date was after the client’s date of
death
Response: Ensure that the client’s admit and death dates are correct
LAMH0314-INVALID PRIMARY PROBLEM CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the Primary Problem Area are defined in the Manual
Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code
LAMH0315-INVALID GAS CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the GAS are defined in the program (this field is defunct)
Error: The GAS code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Do not enter a GAS Code
LAMH0316-INVALID DIAG CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for the code designating the DSM IV Diagnoses are defined in the Manual
Error: The DSM IV Diagnoses code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid DSM IV Diagnoses Code
LAMH0317-ADMIT > DISCHARGE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment cannot be greater than the date that the client
was discharged from treatment
Error: The admit date comes after the discharge current date and is invalid
Response: Enter the admit date correctly
LAMH0318-ADMIT DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted for treatment is required
Error: The admit date was not entered
Response: Enter the admit date
LAMH0319-EITHER CASE MGR OR WARD REQD
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Outpatient facility the client
must have a Case Manager assigned
Error: The client was admitted to an Outpatient facility but a Case manager was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Case Manager

LAMH0320-N REQUIRED FOR ADD
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Legal Status Code/Date data are added the new/corr flag must be set to
‘N’
Error: The Legal Status Data were added but the New/Corr Flag was not entered as ‘N’
Response: Set the New/Corr Flag to ‘N’
LAMH0321-INPATIENT ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: If the Episode’s Reporting Unit is defined as an Inpatient facility an admittee
must have an inpatient activity code
Error: The client was admitted to an Inpatient facility but an inpatient activity code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Inpatient activity Code
LAMH0322-CONCUR REF CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0323-INVALID REFERRAL CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Valid values for Referral In/Out Codes are defined in the Manual
Error: The Referral In/Out Code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Referral In/Out Codes
LAMH0324-DATE < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that compares a date input by the operator to the Admit date
Error: The date input is before the admit date and is invalid
Response: Enter the date correctly
LAMH0325-INVALID DENIAL DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0326-CASE MGR EPIS MUST BE ADDED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0327-THERAPIST EPIS MUST BE ADDED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0328-EMPLOY STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A discharged client must have an employment status
Error: The client’s Discharge Employment Status code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid discharge employment status Code
LAMH0329-THERAPIST OR CASE MGR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An inpatient client must have a ward number assigned

Error: The episode was assigned to an inpatient facility but the client was not assigned a ward
number
Response: Enter a valid ward number
LAMH0330-WARD NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An inpatient client must have a ward number assigned
Error: The episode was assigned to an inpatient facility but the client was not assigned a ward
number
Response: Enter a valid ward number
LAMH0331-REF CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Referral codes for Inpatient/Residential facilities are defined in the Manual
Error: A Referral In Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid referral code
LAMH0332-REF REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0333-CURR REF REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0334-CURR REF DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: The date that the current Referral was made is required
Error: A Current Referral Date was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid current referral date
LAMH0335-TWO TYPES OF EPIS OPEN
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0336-CASE MGR EPIS CAN BE OPENED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0337-THERAPIST EPIS CAN BE OPENED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0338-LIV ARRANG FIELD INVALID
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Codes for Living Arrangement are defined in the Manual
Error: A Living Arrangement was invalid
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement code
LAMH0339-DIAGNOSIS FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: Diagnosis codes are required fields

Error: A Diagnosis Code was required but not entered
Response: Enter a valid Diagnosis code
LAMH0340-EITHER THER/CASE MGR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0341-ADMIT MARITAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0342-ADMIT LEGAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0343-LIV ARRANGEMENT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Living Arrangement Code; valid values are defined in
the Manual
Error: The Living Arrangement code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Living Arrangement Code
LAMH0344-ADMIT INTENT SERVICE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Intent of Service code; valid values for the Intent of
Service Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Intent of Service code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Intent of Service Code
LAMH0345-ADMIT PRIM PROBLEM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Primary Problem Area code; valid values are defined
in the Manual
Error: The Primary Problem Area code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Primary Problem Area Code
LAMH0346-ADMIT GAS REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0347-CURR LEGAL CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: A client must have a valid Legal Status code; valid values for the Legal Status
Code are defined in the Manual
Error: The Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status Code
LAMH0348-CURR LEGAL DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: The date that a client’s Legal Status was assigned must be entered
Error: The Legal Status date was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Legal Status date

LAMH0349-DIS MARITAL STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is closed, a client must have a valid Discharge Legal Status
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Discharge Legal Status code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid Discharge Legal Status Code
LAMH0350-DIS EMPLOY STAT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0351-ADMIT < REF DATE < DISCHARGE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client cannot be referred after he/she has been admitted or after he/she has been discharged
Error: The client’s referral date is either prior to the admit date or after the discharge date
Response: Enter a correct referral date
LAMH0352-APPT DATE S/B > OR = REF DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s appointment date should be after the referral date
Error: The client’s appointment date was after the referral date
Response: Enter a correct appointment date
LAMH0353-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = APPT DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the appointment date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the appointment date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the appointment date
LAMH0354-CONTACT DATE S/B > OR = REF DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s contact date should be after or on the same day as the referral date
Error: The client’s contact date was before the referral date
Response: Enter a contact date that is not before the referral date
LAMH0355-CLIENT IS CURRENTLY INPATIENT
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0356-CLIENT MAY BE ADMITTED TO WARD
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0357-ADMIT DATE < ASSIGN DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0358-ADMIT NOT W/IN STAF ASSIGN DTE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client’s admit date should be within the dates of employment of the Staff member assigned at
the Reporting Unit

Error: The client’s admits date was outside the range of the assigned Staff members employment
dates at the Reporting Unit
Response: Enter an admit date that conforms to the above criteria
LAMH0359-STAFF NOT ASSIGNED TO RU
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The staff member providing the treatment must be assigned to the Reporting Unit
listed.
Error: The Staff ID does not correspond to the Reporting Unit
Response: Check the Staff ID and the Reporting Unit to ensure that they are correct
LAMH0360-RU ACTIVITY NOT CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs must include that which the
client requires
Error: The types of Services that the Reporting Unit performs do not include that which the client
requires
Response: Ensure that the services that the RU can render include the types of services that the
client requires
LAMH0361-DISCHARGE < LAST TREATMENT DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
client was last treated
Error: The discharge date is prior to the last treatment date
Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the last treatment date
LAMH0362-ANOTHER OPEN EPIS EXISTS IN RU
Business Rule: If a record with the same Reporting Unit exists in Open Status, an attempt to reopen a closed Episode for that same RU will fail
Error: The user attempted to re-open a closed Episode for a Reporting Unit but an open Episode for
the same RU already exists
Response: The Episode cannot be re-opened
LAMH0363-STAFF NOT AUTHORIZED IN RU
Business Rule: A Staff memberf a record with the same Reporting Unit exists in Open Status, an
attempt to re-open a closed Episode for that same RU will fail
Error: The user attempted to re-open a closed Episode for a Reporting Unit but an open Episode for
the same RU already exists
Response: The Episode cannot be re-opened
LAMH0364-SEC DX CAN NOT BE SAME AS PRIN
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: A secondary diagnosis code cannot be the same as the Primary Diagnosis
Error: The Secondary Diagnosis Code is the same as the Primary
Response: Enter a Secondary Diagnosis Code that is different from the Primary
LAMH0365-ADMIT DATE > LAST UOFS DATE
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be later than the date that the client was
last treated
Error: The admit date is after the last treatment date
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or before the last treatment date

LAMH0366-CLIENT HAS NO MEDICAL INS
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0367-FINANCIAL RESP CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: When an Episode is opened, a client must have a valid Financial Responsibility
code; valid values are defined in the Manual
Error: The Financial Responsibility code was not entered
Response: Enter a valid Financial Responsibility Code
LAMH0368-NR GAS CODE INVALID FOR CLNT
Business Rule: For a GAS Code = ‘NR’, a client must be aged 12 or less
Error: The NR GAS code was invalid given the client’s age.
Response: Obsolete
LAMH0369-DIAGNOSIS FIELD NOT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0370-ADMIT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be later than the date that the reporting
unit performing the treatment became inactive
Error: The admit date is after the date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
inactive
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or before the date that the reporting unit performing
the treatment became inactive
LAMH0371-DISCHRGE DT > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
client was last treated
Error: The discharge date is before the last treatment date
Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the last treatment date
LAMH0372-ADMIT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is admitted to treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the reporting
unit performing the treatment became active
Error: The admit date is before the date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
active
Response: Correct the admit date so that it is on or after the date that the reporting unit performing
the treatment became active
LAMH0373-DISCHRGE DT < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: The date that a client is discharged from treatment cannot be earlier than the date that the
reporting unit performing the treatment became active
Error: The discharge date is before date that the reporting unit performing the treatment became
active

Response: Correct the discharge date so that it is on or after the date that the reporting unit
performing the treatment became active
LAMH0374-GAS OF 00 INVALID AT ADMISSION
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0375-DATE OF DEATH REQD ON CLNT ID
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0376-GAS HIGH -CHECK BEFORE ENTERING
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0377-STAFF NOT AUTH TO CHG THE DATE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: When an Episode is added or changed, the staff member performing the action
must have sufficient security clearance (< 20) to do so
Error: The Staff member attempting the add/change had insufficient authority to do so
Response: Contact the Help Desk to change the security level
LAMH0378-TREATMENT AUTHORIZATION MISSING
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age.
Error: The client was under 18 years of age but the treatment authorization code was missing
Response: Enter the treatment authorization code
LAMH0379-INVALID TREATMENT AUTH CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Authorization for treatment of minors exists because of the State’s CDS program.
The 2-byte field appears on the screen only if the client is under 18 years of age. Valid values are
defined in the program.
Error: The treatment authorization code was invalid
Response: Enter a correct treatment authorization code
LAMH0380-CLIENT HAS NO EPISODE
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0381-CLIENT RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP025S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Read operation to the Master file; before the Episodes can be
processed the Client record must exist and not be in delete status, i.e. the delete flag is switched off.
Fatal: The user is attempting to retrieve Episodes for a client who is in the process of being deleted
Response: None
LAMH0382-EPISODE RECORD DELETED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused

LAMH0383-CLIENT REC DOES NOT EXIST
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0384 - DISCHARGE DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP025S
Unused
LAMH0385 - REF RU INACTIVE AT DISCHRG DT
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit may not be inactive for more than 60 days
prior to the Client’s Admit Date
Error: The referring Inpatient Reporting Unit was inactive for more than 60 days prior to the Client’s
Admit Date
Response: Check the admit date and RU’s Inactive Date for accuracy
LAMH0390-INVALID AA CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Edit/Business Rule: An AA Code value can be ‘1’ thru ‘4’ or ‘A’ thru ‘I’
Error: The AA code contained an unrecognized value
Response: Enter a valid AA Code
LAMH0400-INVALID ACTIVITY CODE
Program: HMHP025S
Business Rule: Valid activity codes are defined in an internal Activity Code table within the program
Error: The activity code entered was not found on the Activity Code table
Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0401-INVALID LOCATION CODE
Program: HMHP040S
Business Rule: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an entry by the
operator in the location code field
Error: The value entered is different from that which is expected in the field
Response: Change the entry to a valid value
LAMH0402-UNIT OF SERVICE NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the UofS Index file
Fatal: The key of the UofS Index file could not be found
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0403-ADD MUST BE FROM NEW ACTION
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP040S
Business Rule: Issued in an ADD operation
Error: Before Adding a new Unit of Service the user must first specify NEW in the action field
Response: Enter ‘NXT’ in the action space and repeat the transaction
LAMH0404-UNAUTHORIZED ACT CODE IN RU
Program: HMHP025S, HMHP040S
Business Rule: An activity code must not only be valid but also one that the Provider/Reporting Unit
is authorized to perform
Error: The activity code entered was valid but not for the provider specified in the record key

Response: Investigate and correct the activity code as entered
LAMH0405-ACT DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated date of service/activity date
Error: The activity date was not input
Response: Enter the activity date
LAMH0406-AT LEAST ONE STAFF REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have at least one staff member of the reporting unit
listed
Error: No staff member was input
Response: Enter at least one staff member
LAMH0407-ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have an associated activity code
Error: The activity code was not input
Response: Enter the activity code
LAMH0408-SERVICE TIME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have the time that the staff member of the reporting
unit spent with the client
Error: The staff time was not input
Response: Enter the staff time of the staff member
LAMH0409-SERVICE LOCATION REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: Every Unit of Service must have been performed at a location, the code for
which must be entered
Error: The location code was not input
Response: Enter the location code where the service was performed
LAMH0410-UNIT OF SERVICE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Unused
LAMH0411- ACT DATE < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot precede the date that the client was
originally admitted for treatment
Error: The activity date preceded the admit date
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0412- ACT DATE > DISCHARGE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot occur after the date that the client is
discharged from treatment
Error: The activity date occurs after the discharge date
Response: Correct the Activity date

LAMH0413-NO SHOW/CANCEL CANT BE BOTH Y
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may not show for a service or may cancel but cannot do both
Error: Both the ‘No Show’ and ‘Cancel’ flags are set to ‘Y’
Response: Change either one of the aforementioned fields to ‘N’
LAMH0414-REQUIRE MEDI-CAL EXEMPT OR UR
Unused
LAMH0415-UR & EXEMPT CANT BE BOTH Y
Unused
LAMH0416-UR/EXMPT NOT REQD FOR NON M-CAL
Unused
LAMH0417-ACT DATE > LIC EXPIRE DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be after the termination date of any staff
member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs after the termination date of the staff member(s) rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0418-ACT DATE > TERMINATION DATE
Edit/Business Rule: A date of service/activity date cannot be after the termination date of any staff
member rendering the service
Error: The activity date occurs after the termination date of the staff member(s) rendering the service
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0419-INVALID ADD, EPIS IS INPATIENT
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service cannot be recorded for an inpatient episode
Error: An attempt was made to register a new Unit of Service but the episode to which it applied was
defined as inpatient
Response: Terminate the entry
LAMH0421-STAFF CODE DUPLICATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: For a single Unit of Service a staff member rendering the service must be listed
only once
Error: A staff member rendering a service for a client is listed on more than one line of the Unit of
Service screen
Response: Enter the codes of the staff members correctly
LAMH0422-SERV TIME NOT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: For a No Show or a Cancel it is not required that staff time be entered
Error: Staff time was entered for a ‘No Show’ or ‘Cancel’
Response: Remove staff time from the Unit of Service
LAMH0423-MEDI-CAL FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A Unit of Service must indicate whether or not Medi-Cal is to be billed

Error: The Medi-Cal flag was not set
Response: Enter a ‘Y’ or ‘N’ in the Medi-Cal Bill Flag field
LAMH0424-NO UOFS RECORD FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
Unused
LAMH0425-ACT DATE > DEATH DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed after the date that a client has deceased
Error: The activity date occurs after the date of the client’s death
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0426-ACT DATE > RU INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed after the date that a Reporting Unit has
ceased to be active
Error: The activity date occurs after the date that the Reporting Unit became inactive
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0427-ACT DATE < RU ACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: A service/activity cannot be performed before the date that a Reporting Unit
has become active
Error: The activity date occurs before the date that the Reporting Unit became active
Response: Correct the Activity date
LAMH0428-ACT CODE NOT CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: The activity code must be valid for the particular client being served
Error: The activity code is invalid for this particular client
Response: Correct the activity code
LAMH0429-REPORT CUT OFF DATE HAS PASSED
Program: HMHP040S
Edit/Business Rule: RGMS sets this date to preclude entry of claims until the billing cycle has run
Error:
Response:
LAMH0430-LAST UOFS RECORD FOR EPISODE
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: The Unit of Service records for an Episode are read in order from most current to
oldest
Informatory: The program has found and is showing the oldest Unit of Service record for the
Episode
Response: Hit enter to cycle once again through the Units of Service from newest to oldest
LAMH0450-INVALID REGION CODE
Unused
LAMH0451-NO ADMISSIONS FOR THE DATE
Unused

LAMH0500-INVALID SERVICE TIME DURATION
Unused
LAMH0501-INVALID AGE CATEGORY
Unused
LAMH0502-INVALID PROGRAM AREA
Unused
LAMH0503-COMMUNITY SERVICE NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP045S
File Operation: The key of the Community Service record is entered by the user in the key entry
area
Informatory: The program could not find the Community Service Record with the entered key
Response: Ensure that the key was entered properly
LAMH0504-INVALID SERVICE RECIPIENT CODE
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0505-NUM PEOPLE CONTACTED REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The number of people contacted is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The number of people contacted was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the number of people contacted
LAMH0506-SERVICE RECIPIENT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Service Recipient is a required field on the Community Service screen
Error: The Service Recipient was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Service Recipient
LAMH0507-TARGET GRP ETHNICITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0508-TARGET GRP HANDICAP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Unused
LAMH0509-TARGET GRP AGE CATG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Age Category is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The Target Group Age Category was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Target Group Age Category
LAMH0510-TARGET GRP PRI LANG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S

Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Primary Language is a required field on the Community
Service screen
Error: The Target Group Primary Language was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Target Group Primary Language
LAMH0511-TARGET GRP PGRM AREA REQUIRED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The Target Group Program Area is a required field on the Community Service
screen
Error: The Target Group Program Area was not entered on the Community Service screen
Response: Enter the Target Group Program Area
LAMH0512-ACTIVITY CODE CLIENT RELATED
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: The activity code entered must be one supported within the Community
Outreach Service CR/DC Mode
Error: The Activity Code was not valid within the Community Outreach Service CR/DC Mode
Response: Check the Activity Code and ensure that it falls under a Community Outreach Service
LAMH0513-LAST COMM SERV RECORD FOR RU
Program: HMHP045S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the Master file
Informatory: The program has retrieved the last Community Service record for the client within the
Reporting Unit
Response: Check the value entered and contact the Help desk/application programming
LAMH0514-ACT CODE IS FOR UOFS SCREEN
Program: HMHP045S
Edit/Business Rule: Activity codes ‘C0’ and ‘C1’ are not valid for Community Outreach Services
Error: An Activity Code of ‘C0’ or ‘C1’ was entered
Response: Check the Activity Code and ensure that it falls under a Community Outreach Service
LAMH0550-PROVIDER NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM read file operation on the Provider file
Fatal: The Provider record corresponding to the key entered could not be found
Response: Check the value entered and contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0551-INVALID ADMIN CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0552-INVALID OP CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0553-INVALID CENSUS TRACT
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0554-INVALID MH DISTRICT
Program: HMHP060S

Unused
LAMH0555-INVALID TGT GROUP
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0556-INVALID ACT GROUP CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0557-PROVIDER NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0558-INVALID SUPE DIST CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0559-PROV NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The provider name was not input
Response: Enter the provider name
LAMH0560-ADMIN CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Administrative Code is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The administrative code was not input
Response: Enter the administrative code
LAMH0561-OPERATION CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Operation Code is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The operation code was not input
Response: Enter the operation code
LAMH0562-MH DISTRICT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Mental Health District a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Mental Health District was not input
Response: Enter the Mental Health District
LAMH0563-SUPE DISTRICT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Los Angeles County Supervisorial District a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Supervisorial District was not input
Response: Enter the Supervisorial District
LAMH0564-DATE ACTIVE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S

Edit/Business Rule: The date the Provider became active is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Date Active was not input
Response: Enter the Date Active
LAMH0565-DIRECTOR LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider director’s last name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The provider director’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the provider director’s last name
LAMH0566-DIRECTOR FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: Provider director’s first name is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The provider director’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the provider director’s first name
LAMH0567-PROVIDER STREET REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The address of the Provider is a required field on the Provider/Reporting Unit
Screen
Error: The Provider’s address was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s address
LAMH0568-PROVIDER CITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The city in which the Provider does business is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s city was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s city
LAMH0569-PROV PHONE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider’s telephone number is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s telephone number was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s telephone number
LAMH0570-PROV CENSUS TRACT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider’s Census Tract number is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider’s Census tract number was not input
Response: Enter the Provider’s Census tract number
LAMH0571-PROV/REPT UNIT RECORDS ADDED
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Provider and Reporting Unit records corresponding to the key entered were
successfully added

Response: None
LAMH0572-PROV RECORD ADDED
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Provider record corresponding to the key entered was successfully added
Response: None
LAMH0573-REPT UNIT RECORD ADDED
Program: HMHP060S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM Write file operation on the Provider file
Informatory: The Reporting Unit record corresponding to the key entered was successfully added
Response: None
LAMH0574-PROV NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0575-REPT UNIT NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0576-REPT UNIT NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The name of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s name was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s name
LAMH0577-RU DATE ACTIVE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The active date of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s active date was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s active date
LAMH0578-RU STREET REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The address of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the Provider/Reporting
Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s address was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s address
LAMH0579-REPT UNIT CITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The city in which the Reporting Unit does business is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s city was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s city
LAMH0580-MATCHING PROVIDER NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S

Edit/Business Rule: The Provider Number must and Reporting Unit must match what was entered
Error: The Provider Number/Reporting Unit don’t match what was entered
Response: Correct the Provider Number/Reporting Unit
LAMH0581-RU AREA CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The area code of the Reporting Unit is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s area code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s area code
LAMH0582-RU CENSUS TRACT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The census tract in which the Reporting Unit does business is a required field
on the Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s census tract was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s census tract
LAMH0583-RU TARGET GROUP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The target group that the Reporting Unit serves is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s target group was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s target group
LAMH0584-RU BEGIN ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit must have at least one associated activity code; the lowest
number is listed here
Error: The Reporting Unit’s lowest numbered activity code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s lowest numbered activity code
LAMH0585-RU END ACT CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit must have at least one associated activity code; the highest
number is listed here
Error: The Reporting Unit’s highest numbered activity code was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s highest numbered activity code
LAMH0586-CENSUS TRACT NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP040S
File Operation: Issued in a VSAM file read routine on the control table
Error/Fatal: A census tract record needed by the program could not be found on the file
Response: Ensure that the census tract is entered correctly. If so, check the control table to see
that the entry exists; if it doesn’t, then add it.
LAMH0587-BEG ACT CODE > END ACT CODE
Program: HMHP040S
Edit: The activity codes assigned to a Reporting Unit must be listed in ascending order
Error: The activity code are out of sequence
Response: Enter an the activity codes in ascending sequence

LAMH0588-MORE RU, HIT ENTER TO CONT
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0589- PHONE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Reporting Unit’s telephone number is a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Reporting Unit’s telephone number was not input
Response: Enter the Reporting Unit’s telephone number
LAMH0590- ZIP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code a required field on the
Provider/Reporting Unit Screen
Error: The Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code was not input
Response: Enter the Provider/Reporting Unit’s zip code
LAMH0591- ACT DATE > INACTIVE DATE
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A provider’s active date cannot be subsequent to its inactive date
Error: The active date is after the inactive date
Response: Correct the Provider Active date
LAMH0592- INVALID NUMBER
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0593- M-CAL CERT INDICATOR REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator must be entered
Error: The provider’s Medi-Cal certification indicator is blank
Response: Enter the Provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator
LAMH0594-RU DATE EDIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: A Reporting Unit’s Edit Date Check must be entered
Error: The RU’s Edit Date Check was not entered
Response: Enter the RU’s Edit data check
LAMH0595-END ACT CODE < BEGIN ACT CODE
Program: HMHP060S
Unused
LAMH0596-PURGE FLAG REQUIRED
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The Purge Flag is blank
Error: Response: Enter the Purge Flag
LAMH0597-STAFF NOT AUTH TO CHG PURGE FLG
Program: HMHP060S

Internal Process/Business Rule: In order to change the purge flag on a Reporting Unit the staff
member must have authorization
Fatal: The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user
LAMH0600-PLS HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE
Unused
LAMH0601-SECURITY ERROR, OUTSIDE REGION
Program: HMHP045S
Internal Process/Business Rule: Issued in a user security check routine for an action performed by
a user at a Reporting Unit
Fatal: The user/Reporting Unit lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the action
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff to change the authorization level of
the user
LAMH0650-SALARY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: A Staff member’s salary must be entered
Error: The provider’s Medi-Cal certification indicator is blank
Response: Enter the Provider’s Medi-Cal Certification Indicator
LAMH0651-INVALID REPORT UNIT
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0652-START DATE > END DATE
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: A staff member’s employment start date cannot be after his/her employment
termination date
Error: The staff member’s employment start date was after his/her employment termination date
Response: Correct the employment dates
LAMH0653-ITEM NUM NOT FOUND
Program: HMHP050S
Edit: Issued in a generic search routine that attempts to find data in an internal table and the item
could not be found
Error: The search field was not found in the internal table
Response: Check the item entered and, if necessary, contact the Help Desk
LAMH0654-INVALID STAFF DISCIP
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0655-INVALID SECURITY LVL
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0656-LAST NAME MISSING
Program: HMHP060S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s last name is a required field on the Staff Screen

Error: The staff member’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s last name
LAMH0657-STAFF KEY MISSING
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0658-FIRST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s first name is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s first name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s first name
LAMH0659-EMPLOYEE LIC EXPIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0660-SEX FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s sex code is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s sex code was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s sex code
LAMH0661-ETHNICITY REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0662-HANDICAP REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0664-DISCIPLINE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s discipline is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s discipline was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s discipline
LAMH0665-LICENSE NUM REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s license number is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s license number was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s license number
LAMH0666-LIC EXPIRE DATE REQD
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s license expiration date is a required field on the Staff
Screen
Error: The staff member’s license expiration date was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s license expiration date
LAMH0668-PASSWORD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S

Edit/Business Rule: The data entry operator’s password is required to modify fields on the Staff
Screen
Error: The password was not input
Response: Enter the password
LAMH0669-SECURITY LVL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The data entry operator’s security level is required to modify fields on the Staff
Screen
Error: The security level was not input
Response: Enter the security level
LAMH0670-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member must be affiliated with at least one reporting unit
Error: No reporting unit for the staff member was specified
Response: Enter at least one reporting unit for the staff member
LAMH0671-TERMINAL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0672-ONE LANGUAGE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member must have at least one language associated with him/her
Error: No language for the staff member was input
Response: Enter at least one language for the staff member
LAMH0674-INVALID ADD, RECORD EXISTS
Program: HMHP050S
File Operation: Issued in a ‘NEW’ action. A read of the VSAM file operation indicated that the
record being added already exists on the file.
Error: A record with the specified key is already in the file.
Response: Assign a key that does not exist for the new record or contact the Help desk/application
programming staff
LAMH0675-LAST NAME REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s last name is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s last name was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s last name
LAMH0676-AUTH TERMINAL REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The terminal that the staff member is authorized to use is a required field on
the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s authorized terminal was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s authorized terminal
LAMH0677- END DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S

Edit/Business Rule: The terminal that the staff member is authorized to use is a required field on
the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s authorized terminal was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s authorized terminal
LAMH0678-INVALID RANGE FOR FTE
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0679-REPT UNIT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: Attributes for the assigned staff location, e.g. start and end dates, cannot be
entered without first entering a reporting unit
Error: The staff member’s assigned location data were entered but the reporting unit was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s reporting unit
LAMH0680-FTE FIELD REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0681-TERM 9999 INV WITH SEC LVL
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: There is a relationship between a user’s security level and the terminals that
he/she can use. A user with security level of 40 or 45 cannot use a terminal whose authorization
value is 9999.
Error: The relationship described above exist in the present case
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0682-OPERATION CODE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: An operation code is required
Error: No operation code was input
Response: Enter the operation code
LAMH0683-BIRTHDATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The staff member’s birth date is a required field on the Staff Screen
Error: The staff member’s birth date was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s birth date
LAMH0684-SSN REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit: Social Security Number is a required field
Error: The Social Security Number field was not entered
Response: Enter a valid SSN
LAMH0685-INVALID PATS SECURITY LEVEL
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0686-PAY LOCATION REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S

Edit/Business Rule: A staff member who is a Los Angeles County employee must have a
designated pay location
Error: The staff member’s pay location was not input
Response: Enter the staff member’s pay location
LAMH0687-PATS SECURITY NOT ALLOWED
Internal Process/Business Rule: PATS security level cannot be used to access a staff function.
Only staff security can.
Fatal: The user is attempting to use a PATS security level to access a staff function but PATS
security cannot be used. The user lacks the requisite security authorization to perform the operation
Response: Contact the Help desk/application programming staff
LAMH0688-DEA NUMBER REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The DEA number is a required field
Error: The DEA number was not input
Response: Enter the DEA Number
LAMH0689-INVALID DEA NUMBER
Program: HMHP050S
Unused
LAMH0701-DEA EXPIRE DATE REQUIRED
Program: HMHP050S
Edit/Business Rule: The DEA number expiration date is a required field
Error: The DEA number expiration date was not input
Response: Enter the DEA Number expiration date
LAMH0800-RECORD EXISTS, USE CHG MODE
Unused
LAMH0900-INVALID MEDI-CAL ELIG DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has non-numeric values
Response: Enter a correctly formatted date in the input field
LAMH0901-INVALID PROCESSING YEAR DIGIT
Unused
LAMH0902- EPI2 EXISTS
Unused
LAMH0903- VALID VALUES ARE X OR BLANK
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: Issued in a generic editing routine that determines the value of an date entry by the operator
Error: The date field has a value other than ‘X’ or a blank
Response: Enter the value correctly
LAMH0904-DENIAL FRM DT > DENIAL TO DT
Program: HMHP026S

Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0905-DENIAL FRM DT < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot precede his/her admit
date to treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date precedes his/her admit date to treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0906-DENIAL TO DT < ADMIT DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot precede his/her admit date
to treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date precedes his/her admit date to treatment
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0907-DENIAL FRM DT > DISCHARGE DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial start date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial start date
LAMH0908-DENIAL TO DT > DISCHARGE DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date cannot occur after his/her
discharge date from treatment
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial end date occurs after his/her discharge date from
treatment
Response: Correct the denial end date
LAMH0909-ONE END DT REQD FOR SAME MONTH
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period has both a start and end date. The
start date must precede the end date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was after his/her end date
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0910-DATE SEGMENTS OVERLAP
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s may have more than one Medi-Cal Eligibility denial periods. If so the
two periods must not overlap
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial periods overlap
Response: Correct the denial dates
LAMH0911-MEDICAL EFF DT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S

Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date is required if the Medi-Cal number is
entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is missing even though the number was entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal effective date
LAMH0912-MEDICAL NUMBER REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number is required when the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective
date is entered
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number is missing even though the Medi-Cal Eligibility effective date is
entered
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number
LAMH0913-DENIAL DT HAS NO ELIG MONTH
Unused
LAMH0914-FROM DT REQUIRED
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial period must have a start date
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility denial start date was missing
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0915-INVALID ELIG YEAR
Program: HMHP026S
Edit: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Error: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility year is invalid
Response: Enter the denial start dates
LAMH0916-MONTH GREATER THAN CURRENT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal Eligibility denial date cannot be later than the current date.
When the eligibility year is the same as the current year the eligibility month must not be greater than
the current month
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility start month was after the current month and the year was the
same as the current year
Response: Correct the eligibility dates
LAMH0917-EXACT KEY REQD NO OPEN EPIS
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0918-ONE END DT REQD FOR EARLY DT
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Denial dates but at least one must have an end date
Error: The client has two Denial dates but neither has an end date
Response: Ensure that at least one of the client’s denial dates has an end date
LAMH0919-DUPLICATE MEDICAL EFF DATE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client may have two Medi-Cal Eligibility effective dates but they cannot
duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is duplicated

Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal effective dates do not duplicate one another
LAMH0920-EFF DT NOT CURRENT/PREVIOUS YR
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0921-DATE ENTERED TWICE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: An eligibility date can be entered ve two Medi-Cal Eligibility effective dates but
they cannot duplicate one another
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal eligibility effective date is duplicated
Response: Ensure that the client’s Medi-Cal effective dates do not duplicate one another
LAMH0922-DISCHARGE DT < PASS DAYS DT
Program: HMHP025S
Edit: A client cannot be given a pass after being discharged
Error: The client’s discharge date is prior to a pass date
Response: Check both the pass and discharge dates
LAMH0923-YEAR NOT CURRENT/PREVIOUS YR
Program: HMHP026S
Unused
LAMH0924-INSUFFICIENT DIGITS MEDICAL #
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s Medi-Cal number must be 14 digits
Error: The client’s Medi-Cal number is missing one or more digits
Response: Enter the Medi-Cal number completely
LAMH0925-INVALID COUNTY CODE
Program: HMHP026S
Edit/Business Rule: A client’s county of residence code must be 01 - 57
Error: The client’s county of residence code has an invalid value
Response: Enter the county of residence code correctly
LAMH0926-INVALID ADMIN CODE FOR ACT DTE
Unused
LAMH0927-INVALID FFS PROVIDER NUMBER
Unused
LAMH0928-INVALID FFS PROVIDER # FOR PROV
Unused
L0208-NO LIKE CLIENTS, TRY LEVEL B OR C
Unused
L0209-NO LIKE CLIENTS, TRY LEVEL C

